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Jones meets 
with campus 
leadership 
■ Pace, Howie, 
senate members 
represent Eastern 
By Brett Dunlap 
and Amy Etmans 
FRANKFORT—Gov. Brcrcion 
Jones spent Tuesday evening min- 
gling with a handful of Kentucky 
legislators and around a hundred stu- 
dents from across the stale at the Capi- 
tal Plaza Holiday Inn for a meeting 
with student government leaders from 
the state's eight universities. 
In an informal public event spon- 
sored by the Board of Student Body 
Presidents, Jones circulated through 
the crowd and talked about issues 
ranging from tuition to his stay with 
President Bill Clinton last month. 
Earlier Tuesday. Jones hosted the 
student body presidents and college 
editors for a luncheon at the 
Governor's Mansion. In both meet- 
ings, he stressed the importance of 
eliminating programs offered at the 
majority of the schools which could 
SEE GOVERNOR PAGE AS 
Progress/BRETT DUNLAP 
Gov. Brereton Jones socializes with EKU student senate vice president Skot Howie (left) and 
president Don Pace at a reception for student government members In Frankfort Tuesday. 
Governor does about-face on tuition freeze 
■ Jones says rates 
need to come from 
CHE, not legislature 
By Joe Castle 
Managing editor 
FRANKFORT — Following a storm of 
protest against his proposed tuition cap for the 
1995-96 academic year, Gov. Brereton Jones 
is trying to smooth the waters, saying he has 
made his point about higher education reform 
in Kentucky. 
Higher 
lidiH ution 
"My point was to make 
a point," Jones said Tues- 
day, adding that he thought 
that was the best way to 
show the presidents he 
wasn't pleased with the 
way they handled the is- 
sues facing his Higher 
Education Review Commission last semester. 
Jones appointed the university presidents 
as well as other state higher education officials 
to HERC and charged them with solving prob- 
lems like unnecessary program duplication 
and performance-based funding. 
Several presidents appeared before the Sen- 
ale budget committee Feb. 9 to voice their 
opposition to the tuition freeze included in 
Jones' budget plan. 
Judging by the reaction from university 
administrators across the state, Jones said he 
thinks the message got through, and now it's 
time to deal with the issues HERC failed to 
address properly. 
The governor said he wants the presidents 
to make program cuts because they know 
better what should and shouldn't go at each 
school. 
"I think the university presidents know 
which should be and could be cut," Jones said. 
"I don't want it to be some arbitrary move by 
the governor. I want them...to be involved. I 
think that's a much better way to do it" 
In his budget address, Jones said the rea- 
son he wanted to freeze tuition was to prevent 
university administrators from shifting more 
of the financial burden onto students, some- 
thing he feels officials have been doing to 
offset budget cuts in recent years and delay 
tough policy decisions. 
Tuesday, Jones said he doesn't believe 
the Council on Higher Education, which sets 
tuition rates in Kentucky, will increase costs 
for the 1995-96 year anyway, so the freeze 
SEE TUITION PAGE A5 
Break to 
be spared 
from 
snow days 
Progress staff report 
Spring Break won't be used to 
make up the classes missed last Thurs- 
day evening and Friday for snow, an 
option that has been considered for 
making up the additional days missed 
last week. 
"I've run out of options to make 
things up except to get into Spring 
Break." Enzie said. "But we're trying 
to avoid that. It seems to be the unani- 
mous consensus of faculty and stu- 
dents not to take any of Spring Break." 
Enzie said he met with the Council 
of Deans and they decided to ask each 
department chair to talk to faculty 
about increasing assignments in indi- 
vidual classes tomakeupmissed lime. 
For Thursday night classes, Enzie 
said the council is recommending that 
students just stay a few extra minutes 
each class period until the class is 
made up. 
Enzie said an official decision 
would be made next week, but he 
thinks this is the best way to work 
things out. 
"If we don't miss any more days, 
this should do it," Enzie said. "But 
we've still got a few more weeks of 
winter left. We'll just wait and see." 
However, it is still possible that 
summer classes could be delayed. 
"If a significant number of school 
systems were to get out as late as June 
10, we would move summer school 
back," Dean of Undergraduate Stud- 
ies Jack Culross said. 
Public safety me received 1? reports of 
car vandalism so far this semester, with 
Lancaster tot paving the way with 5 incidents 
*»"'''Lane ««t»» 
5 cars 
KMCl 
Oizney 
Daniel Boon* 
Keen* 
1 car each 
Vandalism victims want tighter security 
Progress/TIM BLUM 
By Don Perry 
Assistant news editor 
So far this semester, 17 instances of 
car vandalism have been reported by 
students who have had everything from 
spray paint covering their cars to all 
four tires being stolen while parked in 
one of Eastern's parking lots. 
Most students who have reported 
damage to their cars say they think 
public safety could do more to help 
prevent vandalism from occurring. 
Barry Spurlock. who had $461 
worth of damage done to his pickup 
truck with a crow bar while parked in 
Van Hoose Lot, said he thought a little 
more patrolling of campus parking lots 
would help stop the vandals. 
CAMPUS 
cSu 
"I think they 
(public safety) 
should worry 
more about cars 
being vandalized 
than giving park- 
ing tickets," 
Spurlock said 
Spurlock, a freshman from 
Manchester, said he had heard Eastern 
had a reputation for having a high 
amount of car break-ins and damage 
from some of his friends who had al- 
ready attended Eastern. 
Wynn Walker, assistant director of 
public safety, said the recent rash of car 
vandalisms is not unusual on campus. 
"We have had more problems in 
the past than we have now," Walker 
said. 
Mike Kamiski, who also had his 
buck vandalized, said he thought the 
university should think about realign- 
ment of the parking lots to help with 
this problem. 
"All of the parking lots closest to 
the dorms should be for students," 
Kamiski said. 
Most of the vandalism has occurred 
in the Lancaster LOL which some stu- 
dents feel is unsafe and unpatrolled. 
"Lancaster is the worst place to 
park," Kamiski said. "Someone could 
mi a car there and nobody would know 
it until the owner came back and found 
iL" 
Walker said he thought the public 
safety officers were doing a very good 
job of keeping the situation under con- 
trol. He said stakeouts and parking lot 
patrols have been successful in appre- 
hending car vandals. 
This semester, five people have 
been arrested by campus police for 
either vandal izing or breaking in to cars 
parked in campus parking lots. 
Walker said public safety was do- 
ing its best to prevent these crimes, but 
thinks students need to take these pre- 
cautions to help out. 
B Always lock your cars. 
■ Do not leave items in your car 
visible to people who may pass by. 
■ Use car alarms and protection 
devices such as The Club. 
■ Always report any thefts or dam - 
age to your car to public safety. 
Sexton resignation 
forces special election 
during Spring Break 
By Angie Hatton 
News editor 
A special election will be held 
March IS to fill the state Senate scat 
vacated by Landon Sexton, who 
pleaded guilty to mail fraud in federal 
district court yesterday. 
However, this election is being 
held at a time when nearly all Eastern 
studenis will be gone for Spring Break. 
Secretary of State Bob Babbagc 
said turnout is usually low for special 
elections. With students and faculty 
gone, the overall voter turnout is likely 
to be even lower. 
Those registered to vole in Madi- 
son County can vote by absentee bal- 
lot by going to the county clerk's 
office in the Madison County Court- 
house and voting prior to leaving for 
Spring Break. 
According to the clerk's office, 
the special election ballots should be 
printed and the voting machine will 
be running sometime next week, al- 
though the specific day has not yet 
been determined. 
Absentee ballots will be taken up 
to March 11. the Friday before Spring 
Break starts. 
"The campus precinct is just for 
people who live on campus; since 
most people will be gone that week, 
I'm sure the turnout will be low for 
that precinct," said Betty Huffman, 
deputy county clerk. 
Huffman said the election dale 
was set by the stale in order to have it 
For profiles of special 
election candidates, 
see page A6. 
in the required number of days before 
the May 28 primary election, and she 
said her office had received its orders 
from president of die Senate, John 
"Eck" Rose. 
Sexton, director of federal pro- 
grams for McCrcary County Schools, 
did not attend any sessions of this 
year's General Assembly due to inju- 
ries he suffered in a car accident in 
May. 
He resigned Feb. 7 citing illness 
and personal problems and was then 
indicted two days later and charged 
with failing to report a $3,000 1990 
campaign contribution from Humana 
Inc. 
U.S. District Attorney Joseph 
Famularo said Sexton pleaded guilty 
as part of a plea agreement. 
Sexton's alleged offense was dis- 
covered through the federal investi- 
gation into government corruption 
known as BOPTROT, which has now 
indicted 18 people, 14 of which are 
former state legislators. 
Richmond attorney and fanner 
John Lackey has been chosen by his 
party's executive committee as the 
Democratic candidate for Sexton's 
seat, and local businessman Barry 
Mctcalf was chosen to run for the 
Republicans. 
INSIDE 
ACCENT 
■ Students 
from 
Eastern's 
anthropology 
department 
venture into 
the past on an 
archaeology dig in 
western Kentucky. 
Page Bl 
WEATHER 
TODAY: Mostly sunny 
High 63. Low 33 
FRIDAY: Partly sunny 
High 61, Low 36 
SATURDAY: Showers 
High 59, Low 42 
CLASS 
PATTERN 
ELELQ 
SPORTS 
■ The Lady Colonels win 
their way to the top of the 
OVC rankings. 
Page B3 
ACTIVITIES 
■ The Red Cross drew 
blood Tuesday and 
Wednesday during its 
annual campus blood 
drive. 
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CLASS PATTERN NOTE 
■ Tuesday classes will meet on Monday and Friday next 
week as well as Tuesday and Thursday to make up two 
of the days missed during last month's snowstorm. 
Progress/BRETT DUNLAP 
Klmberly K. Carter, a sophomore from Harold, struts her 
•tuft while opening for Confederate Railroad Friday In 
Brock Auditorium. Concert review on page B3. 
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Thursday. February 17,1994 
EDITORIAL 
Out of character 
Jones should stick to being governor, leave tuition to CHE 
Brcreton, Brcreton, Brereton. 
Although Kentucky's official language is 
English, quite a bit of doublespeak has been 
coming out of the executive office in Frankfort 
recently. 
Last semester Gov. Brereton Jones appointed 
the Higher Education Review Commission to 
shape up Kentucky's public universities, which 
included duplicated and unnecessary programs. 
Although HERC proposed the elimination of 203 
programs, those cuts will have little real effect 
due to the low numbers of students enrolled in 
those areas. 
So how did Jones respond? 
By shortchanging higher education in his 
budget and prohibiting a tuition increase for the 
1995-% academic year, that's how. His hand- 
picked commission didn't do what he wanted, so 
he gave state universities less money than the 
Council on Higher Education asked for. Actually, 
$17 million less. 
Both the Senate and House budget chiefs. Sen. 
Mike Moloney and Rep. Marshall Long, have 
said they don't think Jones' tuition cap will be 
part of the final budget approved by the legisla- 
ture. Since the legislature has to approve the 
governor's budget before it becomes official, the 
General Assembly has the power to restructure 
the budget as they see fit. 
Apparently, Jones has also seen the error of his 
tuition-capping ways. Since presenting his budget 
to the General Assembly, Jones has said he thinks 
"it's bad public policy to make those decisions in 
the budget." Jones said he was trying to send a 
message to the higher education community, as 
well as to the general public, that he wasn't happy 
with what HERC had done. 
He said decisions regarding tuition should be 
made by the CHE. 
That must be why Kentucky state law 
specifies that only the CHE can set—or cap— 
tuition rates. When Jones tried to propose a 
tuition freeze, he was actually proposing a 
violation of the Kentucky Revised Statutes. 
If Jones wanted to send a message to univer- 
sity administrators, he could have done that 
without involving the budgetary process. Even 
though it happens every year, higher education 
funding is no place to play politics. 
If Jones wasn't happy with the Higher Educa- 
tion Review Commission's work, he should have 
told them so. He is the governor, after all. He 
should be able to get his messages across without 
having to bury them in his budget 
Jones' prohibition of a tuition increase is a 
breach of policy, since the CHE, not the gover- 
nor, is supposed to set tuition levels. If Jones 
doesn't want an increase in the 1995-96 aca- 
demic year, he should persuade the CHE to cap 
tuition, not try to do it within his budget 
We're not saying there should automatically 
be a tuition increase every year. The regional 
universities — including Eastern — are already 
facing a 5.3 percent hike next year after dealing 
with an increase of just under 12 percent for the 
1993-94 year. Tuition increases should not be 
viewed as a financial escape hatch. 
But as much as we might dislike the idea of 
higher tuition rates, the authority to set those rates 
should not be taken out of the hands of the CHE 
Legislators are saying the tuition regulating 
section of Jones' budget won't pass. Good. If 
there is going to be a tuition freeze — or 
increase — let it come from the right source. 
Jones should stick to proposing budgets and let 
the CHE worry about tuition. 
i 
No maybC*>aW~ 
Parents at Eastern deserve a reliable child care program 
Almost on any given day, the scenario goes 
something like this. 
The parents of a 2-year-old daughter, 
both professors at Eastern, prepare to 
leave for their 35-minute drive to cam- 
pus after a brief breakfast with their 
daughter. The child's baby sitter 
promptly arrives at 7 am, as she does 
every day, just as the couple are walking 
out the door. 
The couple, or maybe only one of them, will 
be lucky to even see the daughter for dinner. Both 
teach four classes each, have mandatory office 
hours and are dedicated to their professions. 
However, both wish they could be more 
dedicated to their daughter. 
This scenario, though fictional, is not unlike 
situations that many parents face every day. 
Imagine how this situation could change if the 
couple had child care alternatives offered by the 
university. 
There is no denying that Eastern needs a child 
care program. Just ask any of the more than 100 
respondents to a recent child care survey distrib- 
uted by faculty senate, which has formed a 
committee to examine the need for a child care 
program for faculty, staff and full-time students. 
The committee is looking into full-time day 
care services, a drop-in service and evening 
services, all of which are needed by the university 
community. With the numbers of nontraditional 
students with children and more and more two- 
income families rising every year, both 
Eastern's employees and students could benefit 
from on-campus child care. 
The advantages of the program 
over off-campus services are numerous. 
It could be tied with classes studying 
health and child development for pos- 
sible coop credit or observation time. 
The program could create certain work 
study jobs. It could even become a 
promising business from which other universities 
could create their own programs modeled after our 
own. 
As far as funding goes, the committee is still 
searching for options. The program could be 
funded by a combination of money from the 
university and from the parents who use it 
which would be cheaper than outside child care 
services. Or it could be staffed by parents who 
donate their time in exchange for their child's 
day care, which could lower operating costs 
even more. 
The program also needs building space and 
answers for insurance and legal questions, so 
the plan still has a way to go before being 
implemented. But the faculty senate has taken 
the first step by forming a committee to develop 
the idea. 
And if that committee submits a thoughtful, 
well-developed — and feasible — plan to the 
full senate next month, maybe Eastern's child 
care proposal can become a reality. 
Opa no Schindler, but close 
My Opa, Rolf Etmans, was born 
in Haarlem, Holland, in 1921. 
Bom to Alphonsus, a building 
engineer, and Veronika, he immi- 
grated to America in 19S7 with his 
family. Settling in Dayton, Ohio, he 
started a successful photography 
business, "Etmans & Sons," which 
has now grown into four stores. 
When he died in 1978. he had 
four grandchildren. 
Today he has 10. And I know in > 
myfiear\ftfwdWdbef>oiidbfllte " 
family we have become from the 
remarkable man he was and made us. 
During his childhood, my 
grandfather was fascinated by the 
boy scouts and became a scout 
master prior to the beginning of 
World War II. 
When the war began, he was 
sent to merchant marines school in 
Rotterdam. Along with other boys 
his age, he was responsible for 
keeping Germans from occupying 
The Netherlands' airfields. 
But at 19, he was captured and 
became a prisoner of war. He 
escaped only to be recaptured. After 
he got out again, he joined the 
underground in The Netherlands 
helping British, French and Ameri- 
can servicemen escape from 
German prison camps. 
He was a great asset to the 
French, because he was proficient in 
the Dutch and German languages. 
Although he was no Oskar 
Schindler, he was a courageous man 
who saved a lot of lives and worthy 
of just as much respect. 
In 1942, he was captured along 
with his younger brother, Freddy, 
two Americans, one of which was 
from Texas, and a French under- 
ground member. This lime, he stayed 
Amy Etmans 
Wish 
at a prison camp for 14 weeks. 
His final German prison camp 
stay at Dachau lasted until the 
-Americans liberated it at the end of 
the war. I was told my grandfather 
never talked about his time in the 
prison camps. 
Rightly so since no one can even 
imagine the atrocities prisoners 
experienced in concentration 
camps. No doubt it left a lasting 
impact on his life. 
He met my Oma, Elizabeth 
Jacoba Bekker, in Soerabaja, Java, 
Indonesia, in 1946 while he was in 
the service. A year later, my father, 
Hans Alphonsus Lambertus Rolf, 
was born. Another son and two 
daughters soon followed, and later 
another daughter in America. 
When the government seized 
my family's successful tea planta- 
tion, my grandfather applied for 
emigration to the United States. 
Mere hours before die communist 
uprising in Indonesia, they were on 
a 47-day boat voyage bound for 
America in August 1957. 
And die rest is history. 
In 1990, the "Amcrican- 
Eimans" as we are referred to, flew 
to Holland for a reunion. It was my 
first time in my family's homeland, 
and it was nothing short of a tearful 
homecoming. It felt like home, and 
I was finally at peace. 
I met his brother's family, who 
settled in France following the war. 
And I finally met my grandmother's 
family, the Bekkers. who had long 
since settled in The Netherlands. 
It was then, at 18,1 finally got to 
piece together my family's history, 
through my cousin Yvetle, about 
my age, who produced a more than 
200-page genealogy of the Etmans 
family. 
My immediate family represents 
the only Etmans branch in America, 
and I am ah eighth generation 
descendant of Hendrik Etmans of 
Utrecht, Holland, bom in 1732. 
In 199S, the "American- 
Eimans" will return to The Nether- 
lands for another reunion. I will get 
to learn more about my grandpar- 
ents and their heritage. I only wish 
my grandfather wt/e still alive to go 
with us. 
St. Luke looks over my 
grandfather's grave, which is near 
the Dayton International Airport. 
And there isn't a day that goes by 
when I don't think of him. 
Sometimes I can't even believe 
that my grandfather experienced 
two lifetimes of hardships before I 
was even bom. He overcame those 
obstacles to raise a loving family 
and prosperous family business. 
I have never been more proud of 
him than I am today. His bravery 
was remarkable and his strength 
was overpowering. 
I know a little bit of him lives in 
me. Bom his second grandchild, I 
inherited his determination and 
drive to succeed. 
What I wouldn't give to hear 
him scold me for spilling my milk at 
the dining room table. A silly 
memory for a 5-year-old, but it's the 
only memory I have. 
We love our readers' input, please write us! 
The Eastern Progress encour- 
ages readers to write letters to the 
editor on topics of interest to the 
university community. Letters should 
be typed, double-spaced and limited 
to 250 words. We reserve the right to 
condense letters over 250 words. 
Letters should be addressed to the 
editor and must contain the writer's 
signature, address and phone num- 
ber. If a letter has excessive spell- 
ing, grammar and punctuation er- 
rors, the editor reserves the right to 
urge the writer to make revisions. 
Carbon copies, photocopies and let- 
ters with illegible signatures will not 
be accepted. 
Mail letters to The Eastern 
Progress, 117 Donovan Annex, 
Eastern Kentucky University, Rich- 
mond, Ky. 40475. 
The deadline for submitting a 
letter for a specific issue is noon 
prior to Thursday's publication. 
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PERSPECTIVE 
UPS & DOWNS 
Up to: 
Ethics reform 
S tale ethics reform went into 
action Tuesday as lobbyists 
turned in figures revealing how 
much money they've spent so 
far during the General Assem- 
bly. Previously, they weren't 
required to release those fig- 
ures until after the session. 
Down to: 
John Chaney 
The coach of the Temple 
Owls publicly threatened U- 
Mass coach John Calipari fol- 
lowing Temple's loss at 
Amherst. He displayed the 
sportsmanship of a true sore 
loser. 
Up to: 
Mother Nature 
Following what seems like 
the most unbearable winter 
ever, she has promised us a 
light at the end of a tunnel. 
Temperatures will continue in 
the 50s through the weekend. 
And Spring Break isonly three 
weeks away. 
Suggestions for UPS A DOWNS are welcome. To make a suggestion call 622-1872. 
Go for Gopher VAX alternatives 
By now you should have already 
gone to get your e-mail account. And 
you have started to think of things 
you could send to the Progress. 
But what else can you do with 
your account? 
With your e-mail account, you 
are able to search the computer 
system to find something you like. 
If you have already started looking, 
you have found out what Eastern's 
computer system has to offer. 
The computer department has 
recently begun something new 
through the the VAX system. It is 
sure to please anyone who uses die 
computers on a consistent basis or 
even every now and then. It's the 
Gopher system. 
Gopher allows the users a broad 
area to work with whenever they 
first go into the system. 
The choices range from what the 
school's goals are and descriptions 
of the departments at Eastern to 
comedy clubs and Internet. 
The choices are listed numeri- 
cally, so you can just roll the arrow 
down the numbers and pick. It is a 
lot easier than going out to find the 
items you like in Telnet, Bitnet and 
e-mail. If you have been on-line for 
a while, you know the frustrations 
of going through all of the services 
just to hit a dead end. 
Now the dead ends are a lot 
closer, and it doesn't take as long to 
gel there. That is good and bad. 
For rookie users who have 
never had to experience the troubles 
of finding things through Telnet 
and other services, the Gopher is a 
nice way to start 
For the seasoned veterans out 
there. Gopher is a welcome 
alternative. Not that they haven't 
already found their way around on 
the real info-highway or anything. 
Gopher allows the user into the 
things that otherwise would be 
unavailable. Student senate minutes 
are accessible, Richmond and 
national weather reports can be 
brought up and bulletin boards are 
at your finger tips. 
Probably the coolest thing about 
gopher is its easy access. You are 
able to get hooked up to it by typing 
GOPHER at the $ sign. Then you 
just pick the number of the item you 
want to go to. It's that easy. 
It is a good idea to have a pen 
and pad next to you though. 
Sometimes you are asked to type in 
certain passwords and user names 
they give you. Unless you have a 
good memory and you can remem- 
ber what words they give you, I 
suggest you write it down. 
Go and explore all the possibili- 
ties out there in Gopher; it will 
definitely keep you busy. 
And if you want, send us 
messages about what you found. 
Our e-mail address is still 
PROGRESS 
VanOver is afresh/nan journal- 
ism major from Louisville and a 
staff writer and e-mail czar for the 
Progress. 
Residents should put feces in its place 
Well, boys and girls, I see by 
that old handwriting on the wall that 
it is time to pack my bags and move 
out of my dorm (oops!) residence 
hall before it's too late. 
Mind you, my residence hall 
experiences have been for the most 
pan pleasant. I enjoy those 3 a.m. 
fire alarms that drive me out in 30 
degree temperatures with only my 
boxers and trenchcoat to keep me 
from hypothermia. I enjoy shower- 
ing with four (or more) of my 
closest friends while Vying to find 
the "good" shower head. It's even 
more fun chasing Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Cockroaches across my 
carpet with a large textbook while 
screaming obscenities. 
But lately, the pleasures of 
residence hall life have become 
almost overwhelming. 
I'm sure every one of you out 
there has gotten the opportunity to 
make a trip in one of our fine men's 
residence hall elevators. The sights 
and smells of tobacco spit, vomit 
and other more distinctive human 
by-products make the ride a 
veritable parade for the senses. 
You ladies surely appreciate this 
olfactory bouquet when you visit 
your significant others. 
Apparently, my residence hall 
has the distinction of having the 
most "decorated" elevators. Hardly 
an evening goes by without finding 
at least some new offering to the 
gods of stench. 
Paying mis much attention to 
die elevators must have angered the 
residence hall God, because he 
declared the elevators off-limits 
during the busiest hours of the 
morning (9-11:30 am.). I guess he 
wanted us lowly worshipers to pay 
homage to the steps; some of us had 
to worship up 11 flights of stairs. 
Perhaps this rather strong 
penance angered the sensibilities of 
one of us residence hall acolytes. 
He decided to leave an offering for 
die stench gods in the hallway. He 
filled his offering plate with a 
particularly vile lithe and left it 
(plate and all) in the hallway of the 
sixth floor. 
This sacrifice of fecal matter 
mocked the great power of our 
residence hall deity, and his full 
wrath descended upon die poor 
acolytes of the sixth floor. He left 
the offering on the floor and 
pronounced that the tragically 
misguided neophyte (whoever he 
was) must remove die gift, or else it 
would stay where it lay. Full details 
of further penance were unavail- 
able, but 1 can be sure that I would 
not live on the sixth floor for any 
amount of divine favor. 
Why do guys choose to 
desecrate the great temple they 
have been blessed with? Even 
animals don't foul their own 
dwellings. The residence halls of 
the women don't look anything like 
ours; they don't decorate their 
walls and elevators with "nostril 
art." 
We pay money to live in these 
places, and I for one don't think 
it's right to put up with all the 
atrocities we have to face because 
the other residents want to deco- 
rate the place with their own 
bodily fluids. Can you imagine 
how these aspiring artists would 
react if I were to blow my nose on 
their parents' favorite sofa when I 
come for a visit? 
I have chosen to live off 
campus next semester if I can 
manage it. I'm afraid someone is 
going to leave an "offering" in 
front of my door some morning. 
Maybe the god of apartments will 
smile warmly on this new convert. 
Owens is a junior English 
major from Russell and a copy 
editor for the Progress. 
LETTERS FROM OUR READERS 
Enough is enough, road crews 
OK, maybe last year during 
Spring Break was understandable, 
but two more snowstorms in the last 
two weeks and we still can't figure 
out what to do with the roads? 
C'mon now, enough is enough. 
Being from Michigan, I've seen 
big snowstorms before. But in 
Michigan, there never seems to be a 
problem with the roads. And by the 
way, snowstorms in Michigan make 
"our" snowstorms look like flurries. 
What happens here is, they begin lo 
treat the roads BEFORE they have 
6 inches of snow on them. (Imagine 
that!) That way. the snow never gels 
ahead of them. 
Here, the road crews wait until 
all the snow is fallen and frozen 
over, then decide to try to tackle it. 
By then, it's too laic. 
Just how many more storms are 
we going to have to endure with 
people stranded on the interstate, 
slaying in Alumni and not being 
able to go home in the weekend. 
(God forbid!) it seems like sooner 
or later someone would wake up 
and realize there's a problem. I 
don't think winter is going lo slop 
coming, so maybe it's lime to break 
down and buy more than one 
snowplow for the entire state. 
P.S. You can reach the slate of 
Michigan at 1-800-MICHK3AN, if 
you need some lips. 
Brian Blanchard 
Commonwealth Hall 
EKU made games a success 
I would like to take an opportu- 
nity to thank all of the service and 
social Greek organizations which 
volunteered to help in die All "A" 
Classic Basketball Tournament. 
With the support of approximately 
400 EKU students. 32 basketball 
games were played in Alumni 
Coliseum in five days attended by 
48,499 fans and teams. 
The Office of Student Develop- 
ment and Stephanie Drury, a 
member of AOPi and vice president 
of Panhcllenic, recruited volunteers 
to work all five days. We found out 
early in the tournament that we 
could count on our student volun- 
teers to be there when we needed 
them. 
Without the support of EKU 
students, the tournament could not 
have happened and been so success- 
ful. Thank you. 
Lucie Nelson 
Director of Special Pro- 
grams 
Kelly Higgins 
Richmond Tourism 
PEOPLE POLL 
By Brett Dunlap 
Is there an alternative to punishing residents for vandalism other 
than taking away elevator privileges? 
"They should be 
put on probation 
with the possibli- 
ty of being kicked 
out of school." 
"No. Soms people 
could be on 
crutches or handi- 
capped and need to 
use the elevators." 
Allle Darden, 23, theatre, 
senior, Lexington 
Brians Gay lord, 19, 
psychology, sophomore, 
Lexington 
"Make them do 
community ser- 
vice and clean It 
up." 
"If they treated ua 
more like adults, 
gave ua a little 
apace, then tea 
wouldn't do child- 
ish things." 
J.T. Cottrell, 22, nursing, 
sophomore, Elizabethtown 
Jeff Slmonton, 20, 
accounting, sophomore, 
Hopklnsvllle 
"Shut it down for 
a little bit, then 
everyone will 
respect having 
elevators." 
"They should 
take away some- 
thing more detri- 
mental Ilka park- 
ing privileges." 
Demetrius Pearson, 19, 
undeclared, sophomore, 
Louisville 
Michelle Steele, 19, 
theatre arts, sophomore, 
Hazard 
Call 
623-0330 
For Fast 
FREE DELIVERY 
MINIMUM $4.25 
Try our Hot 8" Pizza Sub, Sausage Sub & 
Meatball Sub, BBQ Chicken each only $3.26 
Steak Hoagies $3.73 
Salads $2.12 
Garlic Bread $1.42 
Baked Spaghetti and Garlic Bread $4.67 
Liter Drinks $.99       Frito-Lay Chips ,...$.71 
- present this coupon for a 
Medium 12" 
Barbeque Chicken 
Pizza 
ONLY $5 38 
I expires. 2/28/94 
, present this coupon for a 
Small 10" Pizza 
one topping & 
1 liter of Coke 
II     §5 
mexpires: 2/28/94 
present this coupon for a 
Large 14" Pizza 
two toppings 
I 
I 
I 
L 
ONLY $6 37 
expires: 2/28/94 
_ present this coupon for a 
\ | NEW SUB 
Barbeque Chicken 
Sub &Salad 
ONLY $4 67 
expires: 2/28/94 
tax not included in coupon prices 
. « ..»■— 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
Compiled by Progress staff 
CAMPUS 
Memorial service 
held for student 
killed in crash 
The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority held a 
memorial service Monday in Brock Auditorium for Mel va 
Jean Owens, a member who was killed in a traffic accident 
two weekends ago. 
Owens, 21, was riding with her mother and grand- 
mother when a dump truck struck their car about three 
miles west of Richmond. 
Owens' mother, Robbie, was also killed in the crash. 
Her grandmother, Ruth Dailcy, was treated at Panic A. 
Clay Hospital and released. 
The memorial service was attended by the Alpha 
Gamma Delta's 60 or so sorority members and about 100 
Other students. 
"It is no doubt that Melva was an extraordinary person 
mentally, physically and spiritually," said Michelle Bishop, 
a sorority sister who spoke at her memorial. "We were all 
very lucky to have known her." 
Owens was a senior physical therapy student from 
Stanford. 
Academic computing employee 
killed in house fire 
State arson investigators think a cigarette left burning 
in a couch was the source of a fire that killed university 
employee Robert Martin. 
Martin, 37, a software consultant for Eastern's divi- 
sion of academic computing since August 1988, died 
Sunday in his house on Ellis Court. 
Mike Leonard, an arson investigator for Kentucky 
State Police, said the autopsy report is not yet complete, 
but the preliminary report indicated he died of smoke 
inhalation. 
Heart attack takes life of Clay Hall 
night hostess 
Louise Oglesby Still Jones, a part-time night hostess 
in Clay Hall, died Sunday at Pattie A. Clay Hospital after 
suffering a heart attack. 
Jones, 59. a native of Estill County, had been em- 
ployed by Eastern's division of housing on and off since 
1983. 
Sandra Fee, area coordinator for Combs, Martin and 
McGregor halls, said Jones was always f ■ ■ ..II;. and 
happy. 
"She had diabetes and high blood pressure, but she 
wasn't the type to complain," Fee said. 
Funeral services for her were held Tuesday at O Id ham, 
Roberts and Powell Funeral Home. 
'
:
'
:
 ■■■■:■■■::.■ 
NATION 
President Clinton 
creates corporation 
to recruit Americans 
to community service 
When President Clinton signed the National and Com- 
munity Service Trust Act of 1993, he created a corpora- 
tion to recruit Americans of all ages and backgrounds in 
community-based service activities. 
Information about grant programs will be presented at 
a free, live teleconference held by Dr. Jim Fisher from I- 
2:30 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 23 in the Pencil Room of the 
Powell Building. The teleconference will also be airing on 
EKU classroom Channel 2 at the same time. 
Gov. Brereion Jones established the Kentucky Com- 
munity Service Commission in response to Clinton's trust 
act. One such grant is the AmeriCorps, which will enable 
participants to receive a minimum wage stipend plus a 
S4.72S educational award in exchange for a year of full- 
time service. 
Other grant alternatives will be presented at the tele- 
conference. 
POLICE BEAT 
The following reports have been filed 
with the university's division of public 
safety: 
Feb. 8: 
Jason Smtth.19. Todd Hall, reported 
someone had stolen the license plate from 
his vehicle while it was parked in the Van 
Hoose Lot. 
Feb.* 
Stanleo Patton. Funderburk Build- 
ing, reported that leather gear belonging 
to the Pulaski County Sheriffs Depart- 
ment had been stolen from his locker at 
the Stratum Building. 
Pearl Simpson, Case Hall, reported 
thai an assault was in progress at Case Hall. 
Mil 
Solomon Bogale, 40, Brockton, was 
arrested and charged with fourth degree 
aggravated assault spouse abuse. 
Feb. II: 
Byron Wilson, 21, Commonwealth 
Compiled by Don Perry 
Hall, reported his truck had been vandal- 
ized while it was parked in Common- 
wealth Hall Lot. The passenger side park- 
ing light was broken out. 
George Kennedy, Todd Hall,reported 
that an assault had taken place during an 
intramural basketball game at the Begley 
Building. 
Feb. 12: 
Noel Masons. Commonwealth Hall. 
reported a possible theft had taken place 
and a Tight had broken out in Common- 
wealth. 
Feb. 13: 
Clark A. Beninato. 39. Martin Hall, 
was arrested and charged with alcohol 
intoxication. 
Feb. 14: 
Juretta Hill. Dupree Hall, reported 
someone haddischargedafire extinguisher 
in the lobby of Dupree. 
Leah Beavers, Burner Building, re- 
ported thai paint and cereal was found 
scattered throughout Room G-l of the 
Burrier Building. 
Court decisions 
The following reports appearing in 
"Police Beat" have been resolved in Madi 
son District Court These follow up re- 
ports represent only the judge's decision 
in each case. 
Stuart Jones, 23, Science Hill, was 
found guilty of alcohol intoxication and 
fined $71 SO. 
steven D. Barber. 20. Ashland, was 
found guilty of possession of alcohol by a 
minor and fined $67.50. 
Darren L. Row*. 18, Elkhom City, 
was found guilty of possession of alcohol 
by a minor and fined $67.50. 
John D. Sexton. 20. Todd Hall was 
found guilty of third degree criminal mis- 
chief and fined $71.50. 
Remember:  Tuesday classes are on Monday! 
Leading Edge 486 
Richmond's Oldest 
('omputer Store $820.00 
Monitor Optional 
tax 
90 Days 
Same As Cash 
486SLC-33, 4MB RAM, 170MB Hard Drive, 1.44 Floppy Drive 
101 Keyboard, SVGA Card 512k, 2 Serial/1 Parallel Port 
Serial Mouse, MS DOS 6.2, MS Windows 3.1, MS Works for Win 
MS Money, MS Productivity Pack and MS Entertainment Pack. 
One Year On Site or Two Year Carry-in Warranty. 
Call Store for Details. Supplies are Limited. 
Okidata OL400e Laser 
4 Page* Per Minule 
IIPIIp- hmulalmn 
RISC' Baaed MuToproceiaor 
512k RAM with hnhamx-d Memory 
KPA Knergv Slar Compliant 
$549. 
% 
Monitors 
14" SVGA 1024x768 39 $239. 
14" SVGA 1024x768 28 $269 
14" SVGA 1024x768 28(NI) $319, 
15" SVGA 1024x768 2»NI( $429 
MS-DOS 6 2 t pgrade 
MS-DOS 6 2 Stcp-t'p Kit 
$49" 
$9" 
K.ba.1. J.-l Printer* 
tstnoii KJ  IOvx_S2S». 
Canon K J ZOO S3I». 
Canon BJC-M6.4MI9. 
PC Systems of Kentucky 
638 Eastern By-Pass. University Center • Richmond. KY 
606-624-5000 Hours 9am-6pm Mon-Fn, IOam-4pmSat a 
PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS 
Place classified ads before noon on Mondays. S2 for 10 words. 
Faculty now to be penalized for 
overdue library books 
Several changes in the Crabbe libraries' policies con- 
cerning the faculty and staff will go into effect April IS. 
These changes will include a new "blocking'' system, 
which will not allow anyone with materials at least one 
semester overdue to check another item out, a new "re- 
call" policy that allows the library to recall any material 
that is immediately needed by another patron or is to be 
put on reserve and new policies concerning lost or dam- 
aged materials. 
Confiscated guns 
no longer sold at 
Lexington police 
auctions 
In an attempt to keep guns off the street, Lexington 
Mayor Pam Miller and Police Chief Larry Walsh an- 
nounced that the Lexington police will not be offering 
guns in their annual auction of confiscated merchandise 
this spring. 
In the past, about half these weapons were either 
melted down or used by the officers while the remainder 
were sold at the auction. Miller said Monday that all guns 
will now be melted down. 
FOR SALE. 
Couch A aaaicklag chair, 
reclacraad coffee table. AaUag 
(250-will talk. Cai Tonya at »25- 
1*47. 
1989 HONDA ELITE 
Motorscooter, Red and Grey 
9300 niles, $550. 4234)922. 
HELP WANTED. 
RECORDSMITH buys, sells and 
trades CD's and tapes. 
EKU By-Pass. 
EARN S50-S250 FOR YOURSELF 
PLUS UP TO $500 FOR YOUR 
CLUB! THIS FUNDRAISER 
COSTS NOTHING AND LASTS 
ONE WEEK. CALL NOW AND 
RECEIVE A FREE GIFT. 1-800- 
932-052* EXT. 65. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
DON'T GO UNPROTECTED! 
Call for FREE Information on Very 
Affordable Student Major Medical 
Health Insurance. AEGIS(606)275- 
2124  DONTWAm 
CLASSMATE MANSION 
rOWNHOMES. reserve yours now 
for summer and fall. 624-2727. 
MODEL(s) FOR CLASSMATE, 
U.S.A. NATIONAL SWIMSUiT 
CALENDAR. FREE DAYTON A 
TRIP. 624-2727. 
TRAVEL 
Spring Break! Best Trips & Prices! 
Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days $279! 
Includes 12 meals and 6 free Parties! 
Panama City Room With Kitchen 8 
days $119! Cancun A Jamaica From 
(469! Daytona$149! Key West $249! 
Cocoa Beach $159! 1 -800-678-6386. 
Spraaa Break! Pamaa.aC.ty! 8 Days 
Oceanview Room With A Kitchen 
$119! Walk To Best Bars! Includes 
Free Discount Card-Save $50 On 
Cover Charges! 1-800-678-6386. 
Win A FREE SWEATSHIRT 
SPRING BREAK PARTY! I 
City Beach, Florida. 
From $129. FREE PARTIES/BEV- 
ERAGES. TAKE THE TRIP THAT 
PARTIES!   Call Jenny 1-800-558- 
3002. 
SPRING BREAK-PANAMA CITY 
BEACH, $79 per aight or $474 per 
week for 2 people to the roosa with 
kitchen. Extra persons $7.50 per 
aight (Limit 4 to a roosa enforced). 
PIER99BEACHFRONTMOTEL, 
9900 S. Thomas Dr*P.C. Beach, FL 
32408/1-800-874-4657. 
BIRTHDAYS 
Happy Birthday CLAUDIA 
DURIK. I love you and miss you, 
KERRI L. 
Happy Birthday STEPH R. We 
love yoa and aiiss you, YOUR 
PALS AT THE PROGRESS. P-S. 
Have you got a job yet? 
Just answer the following question 
correctly and be the first to come 
down to First Gear on the comer of 
1st and Main: 
What currant day CEO was in- 
strumantal in designing the 1965 
Ford Mustang? 
Alaska Summer Employment 
Fisheries - Many earn $2.000./n.'. 
canneries or $3,000-$6,000./mo on 
fishing vessels. Many employers provide 
room It board 4 transportation Male or 
Female. No experience necessary For 
more information call: 
(206) S45-41SS ert. AS534 
STUDENTS/ 
TEACHERS OR 
INSTRUCTORS 
Europe For Free! 
Summer -1994. 
Call 624-9175 
ext. 123 for 
information. 
SUMMIT 
CONDOMINIUMS 
Next Door to Club La Vela & 
Spinnaker Beach Club 
1-bdrm.- $725 weekly 
2-bdrm - $850 weekly 
Weekly rales for 1 to 4 adults 
Plus all State and Local Taxes. 
After 4 adults $10 per person 
per night extra Deposit 
required on all rooms. Must 
be 21 yean of age to book 
room. Price per person $159 
based on six-person 
occupancy. 
HOME OF 
100 
TUESDAYS 
LU NCH! 
Cooked to order food 
at fast food 
nrirrPQ 
CARrWoUttORDERS 
623-7341 
By Terry Stevens 
*J*lffl 
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TUITION: Rate increase possible in 1995-96 
// Until the university 
presidents are willing to deal 
with the duplication problem, 
they won't have extra funding/ 
Contmuxi from front paq»  
shouldn't be needed. 
"I don't expect to see any tuition increase," Jones 
said. "Through the Council on Higher Education. I 
will be lobbying them not to increase tuition." 
However, Eastern's director of planning and bud- 
get Jim Clark said that while there is no guarantee there 
won't be an increase for the 1995-96 academic year, 
removing the cap will seriously reduce the chance of 
a double digit tuition 
hike. —■——■———-• 
"I think we'll end 
up with some small 
single digit increases 
each year," Clark 
said. 
The CHE has set 
a 5.3 percent rate hike 
for each regional uni- 
versity, including 
Eastern, for the 1994- 
95 year. Jones ap- 
proved that increase 
in his proposed bud- 
get before calling for the tuition freeze for the follow- 
ing year. 
How tuition rates are set 
Regardless of whether or not tuition goes up, Clark 
said pulling the tuition cap from Jones' proposed 
budget will only help Eastern and the state's other 
schools. 
"What it will give us is a consistency in policy," 
Clark said. "Since the CHE adopted the current tuition 
policy, there has never been a moratorium on tuition.'' 
Under the current system, the CHE sets tuition 
rate; according to Kentucky's per capita income and 
the cost of higher education in surrounding states. 
Norm Snider, director of communication services 
for the CHE. said his agency feels both the current 
system and the rates it sets are fair. 
"The council has been setting the rates since the 
early '80s with the current form," Snider said. "We 
believe it's a fair system. We don't believe that tuition 
is out of line with what the average student can pay." 
However. Snider said the CHE is worried about 
having enough money to go around for those students 
who have trouble meeting the costs of Kentucky 
higher education. 
"We are concerned with having enough financial 
assistance from the state for those students who can't 
afford to pay it on their own," Snider said. 
Snider said that is a valid concern, especially since 
college students in Kentucky have had to bear most of 
the burden for recent budget cuts affecting higher 
education. 
"The students have been taking on a larger burden, 
percentage-wise, than they have in the past," Snider said. 
Faculty and staff pay raises 
Other financial issues facing the universities, such 
as employee pay raises, will still have lobe dealt with 
out of the money already budgeted, Jones said While 
other state employees have a 5 percent pay raise slated 
for next year, uni- 
■^■^■^"■^■^■"■■■^■^■^■^■" versity faculty and 
staff don't have a 
set raise budgeted 
in Jones' plan. 
Until higher 
education adminis- 
trators deal with the 
problems facing 
Kentucky colleges, 
- Kenna Mldclleton, j£,|*in? P"*™" 
assistant director of judicial affairs StSjwmu 
main tight. 
"Until the uni- 
versity presidents are willing to deal with the duplica- 
tion problem, they won't have extra funding," Jones 
said. 
Jones said that university employees could have a 
5 percent raise, depending on how administrators bud- 
get stale funds for each year. Once funding is budgeted 
to each school, it's up to each university to decide 
where that money goes, including faculty and staff pay 
increases, Jones said. 
However, Clark, who was one of several higher 
education administrators who testified before the legis- 
lative Budget Review on Education committee Feb. 3, 
said a 5 percent raise for university employees won' t be 
possible with Jones' proposed budget 
During his testimony, Clark said the governor's 
plan would only allow a 2 percent pay increase in 1994- 
95 and a 1 percent increase in 1995-96, since the 
majority of the state-appropriated funds will have to go 
to fixed costs. 
Snider said one factor that could change everything 
regarding university funding would be more budget 
cuts, which have plagued higher education in recent 
years. 
Another round of cuts would hurt even more now, 
Snider said, because the proposed budget is so tight 
with funding. 
"When you get close to the bone, even if you're 
trying to cut the fat it's going to hurt," Snider said, "so 
we're hoping we won't have to face cuts this time 
around." 
GOVERNOR: Student leaders meet with Jones 
Conttnmd from front page 
be better utilized in one central school. 
Jones said the key lo making his 
budget work is how the university presi- 
dents handle program duplication. 
1 want them to step up lo bat and 
make their own decisions," Jones said. 
But for the majority of the stu- 
dents in attendance, tuition increases 
and more program cuts dominated 
their questions to the governor. 
Eastern's student senate sent eight 
representatives, including president 
Don Pace and vice president Skot 
Howie, to the evening meeting to talk 
to the governor about the upcoming 
tuition increase. 
Pace said the student governments 
will be watching the legislature closely 
and calling legislators when they vote 
on higher education issues to voice 
their opinions. 
He said the legislators made ev- 
eryone feel comfortable and listened 
to what the student governments had 
lo say about the concerns of raising 
tuition at state schools. 
"Hopefully we're getting our mes- 
sage across," Pace said. They en- 
couraged young people to get involved 
with state government, but our focus 
will remain on the tuition increase." 
The student governments don't 
want to become engulfed in the day- 
to-day process of bipartisan politics. 
They just want to focus on die tuition 
increase, he said 
"All we want is for there lo be no 
tuition increase," Pace said 
Student senator Scott Douglas said 
meeting with legislators was a good 
way for the student governments to 
bring their concerns about a tuition 
increase to the legislators themselves. 
"It was a chance for students to 
get their point across to the legisla- 
tors, one-on-one," Douglas said. 
Senator Jason Buckles said he 
didn't think the event stopped a tu- 
ition increase, but if the student gov- 
ernments can keep talking to legisla- 
tors, they will know students arc con-1 
cemed with those issues.. 
Howie said he did not feel any- 
thing was really accomplished at this 
meeting, and more still needs to be 
done. 
He said he would have liked to 
have seen more meetings like this at the 
beginning of last fall, halfway through 
the semester and at the end to address 
the concerns the schools had about the 
tuition increase and see if they could 
gain support in the legislature. 
Then we could really see which 
ones really supported us," Howie said. 
He said most of the politicians at 
the reception really didn't do much or 
say anything to show strong support 
for the stale universities. 
"You could tell which ones were 
really interested in what you had to 
say and which ones were there just to 
be seen," Howie said. 
Alpha Delta Pi 
would like to congratulate 
their new Spring '94 Alphas 
Heather Holbrook 
Stephanie Woodruff 
P.A.T.A. O.BJ.C. 
.«. 
Free $5000 
shopping spree! 
NOT! Now that we have your attention... we aren't 
really giving away a shopping spree, but we are 
accepting applications for advertising representatives. 
You can go on a shopping spree wtih the money you 
earn. Pick up an application at 118 Donovan Annex 
today! 
THE EASTERN PROGRESS 
622-1882 
, 
f 
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Lackey, Metcalf to face off in March election 
By Shannon Conley 
Staff writer 
The leadcreof the Democratic Psmy 
in the 34th District have chosen attor- 
ney John Lackey 10 run in the special 
election for state senator, an office va- 
cated last week by Landon Sexton. 
Lackey will campaign for the 
March IS election with hopes of re- 
gaining the seat he vacated in 1977. 
Lackey, SI, has been a partner in 
the Lackey and Lackey law firm since 
1969. He has three children and is a 
seventh generation Kentuckian, with 
roots going back to the settlement of 
Booncsboro. 
From 1973 to 1977, Lackey held 
the office of state senator. Despite be- 
ing voted an outstanding state senator, 
he opted not to attempt re-election. 
In 1981, Lackey sought re-election 
against his replacement Bob Martin, 
but was not successful. 
Lackey ran against current Attor- 
ney General Chris Gorman in 1992. 
Gorman, who had great financial back 
ing, barely edged out Lackey's tow 
budget campaign. After that defeat. 
Lackey said he would not seek election 
to any more public offices. 
"Right now, I'm feeling some am- 
bivalence after getting back in, but I 
have, and I'll try and make the best of 
it," Lackey said. 
"It is one of those situations where 
you're too soon old and too late smart,'' 
said Lackey. "Now I fed like I've 
finally arrived at a certain amount of 
John Lackey 
maturity and ability to work well with 
people that I didn't have before." 
Lackey said he leans to the left of 
the political spectrum on most matters. 
"I guess I would have to call myself 
a liberal in matters concerning the en- 
vironment and the Bill of Rights, par- 
ticularly the First Amendment," said 
Lackey. "I'm really not into the pun- 
ishing of people for words or assem- 
blages that may get a little rowdy but 
don't cause any violent behavior." 
Lackey opposes Gov. Brereton 
Jones on higher education funding. 
"Higher education started taking 
its cuts a few years ago, and I don't 
think that should be happening," said 
Lackey. "I really don't think that the 
University of Louisville needs a new 
football stadium, and I wish the gover- 
nor had enough guts to say no to it" 
By Susan L. Smith 
Staff writer 
Local businessman and Eastern 
graduate Barry Metcalf, 34, was nomi- 
nated by the 34th District Republican 
Party to run in the March IS special 
election for the state Senate ant va- 
cated last week by Landon Sexton. 
Metcalf, R Richmond, ran for a 
House seat in 1992, but was defeated 
by Harry Moberry. 
Metcalf holds degrees in chemistry 
and biology and served as student re- 
gent to the Board of Regents. 
After graduation, Metcalf served 
in the Air Force for five years, where he 
earned the rank of Captain. 
Metcalf belongs to the Kiwanis 
Quo, Rotary Gub, delivers Meals on 
Wheels and is on the Board of Direc- 
tors of Habitat for Humanity. 
He believes everyone should help 
to work to improve the community. 
"Whenever we go to select a public 
servant, the first thing we should do is 
check what this person has done for the 
community," he said. 
He said this belief is what shapes 
his ideas for welfare reform. Metcalf 
said his ideas on welfare reform are 
closely related to those of Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt. 
If people are out of work, he wants 
them to report to an office where they 
would receive a ticket telling them to 
report to a job such as highway cleanup 
or some other project which would 
benefit the community. 
Barry Metcalf 
Metcalf said single mothers who 
need child care in order to work could 
be used to staff day care centers where 
their children and the other children of 
working mothers could stay. 
Metcalf said he also wants to make 
sure people do not lose the health care 
benefits they are receiving when they 
are receiving welfare. 
Metcalf has mixed views on the 
Kentucky Education Reform Act. 
While he agrees the educational sys- 
tem needs reforming and likes KERA's 
emphasis on writing, he said there are 
problems. 
"My recommendation is we need 
to start listening to what the people in 
the trenches have to say," he said. 
Metcalf wants the teachers, princi- 
pals and superintendents to have much 
more input than they currently do. 
BOOT SCOOTIN' 
Prograss/BRETT DUNLAP 
Dana Tippon and Kyle Jones of Country Dancers perform at 
hahtlme of Saturday's basketball game In McBrayer Arena. 
The 
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Inside 
R & B singer 
Jane Powell will 
perform In Keen 
Johnson tonight 
See PREVIEW, 
B2. 
I "Sweet Charity" 
comes to Brock 
Feb. 23-26. See 
ARTS, B3. 
I Civil War soldier 
alive and well on 
campus. See 
PEOPLE, B4. 
I Eastern students 
get Involved in 
Richmond. See 
ACTIVITIES, B5. 
I Colonels win one, 
lose one over 
weekend. See 
SPORTS, B6. 
Did you know? 
Geronimo, the 
Apache tribe chief, 
died on this day in 
1909, after being 
captured by the 
Army. He was the 
leader of a small 
band of warriors 
who raided sites in 
Arizona, New 
Mexico and Mexico 
He died in Fort Sill, 
Okla., after dictat- 
ing his biography 
for publication. 
3t 
Dave Foster, a 
member of the 
American Cave 
Conservation 
Association, and Jeff 
Dean, an Eastern 
student, lead people 
carrying steel beams 
which will be used to 
build a protective 
fence across the 
cave's entrance. 
Progress/ANGIE 
HATTON o 
Eastern students 
Steve Campbell, 
center at right, and 
Jeff Rogers, center 
at left, help place the 
steel beams brought 
for building the 
fence Into the cave. 
* 
Billy Byrd, an 
electrician and 
amateur 
archaeologist, 
inspects a deer 
vertebra that has just been 
recovered from 
the cave floor. 
Progross/JAY ANGEL 
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Down into the earth they trekked 
to discover what once was there 
By Angle Hat ton 
News editor 
It's not often that people get to expe- 
rience two time periods at once, but for 
archaeologists, this is a way of life. 
These people thrive on the excite- 
ment of touching the past through find- 
ing physical remains of ancient peoples 
and guessing at what the remains meant. 
A group of about 70 people, includ- 
ing nine Eastern students and anthro- 
pology professor Kclli Carmean, shared 
this unusual experience Feb. S and 6 at 
a volunteer archaeology excavation in 
western Kentucky. 
Others in the group of volunteers 
included students and professors from 
the University of Kentucky, profes- 
sional archaeologists and cavers who 
came from around the state to excavate pan of the cave. 
The volunteers all showed up on a week's notice because too much 
prior warning would have been an open invitation to looters who could 
take everything historically valuable from the cave before the team 
arrived. 
In fact, the name and location of the cave cannot be disclosed for fear 
that looters would discover the significance of this cave site, which their 
kind has so often illegally visited. 
"It was amazing we could pull it off in two days with so many of us 
and on such short notice,*' said Jeff Rogers, an Eastern student along on 
the trip. 
The purpose of the excavation was to explore the soil beneath the 
future site of a 30-meter gate being built across the entrance of the cave 
to protect the cave. 
The excavation team wanted to be certain no important prehistoric 
records were being destroyed in the process of building the fence that 
would protect them. 
Artifacts unearthed in the search included several arrowheads from 
different time periods, animal bones, probably from native Americans' 
meals centuries ago, and charcoal from the fires that cooked these ancient 
meals. 
The most important artifacts that need protection in this case, though, 
are rare "glyphs" or drawings in the clay in the back of the cave that 
arguably dale back as far as SO B.C. 
The volunteers spent two days laboring in the dampness of the cave. 
often sifting through caked mud with cold-numbed fingers to make sure 
no human traces were discarded in the effort to ensure the safety of the 
cave's natural resources. 
'To have that many people care, it's amazing," said Valerie Haskins, 
archaeological coordinator for the Kentucky Heritage Council who was 
largely responsible for organizing the excavation. 
Haskins, one of only about 30 cave archaeologists in the world, treated 
the volunteers to a spelunking 
. T*"^5 
Artifacts from 
the recent 
world can be 
found In digs, 
as well as 
ancient ones. 
This barrel was 
used at the turn 
of the century 
by the local 
people to 
collect water 
from the cave. 
adventure a tough 10-hour day 
spent digging, sifting din and 
lugging 350 pound steel posts. 
"It was mainly hard, taking 
the steel down and stuff, but it 
was a good learning experi- 
ence and the cave was really 
cool," said John Dean, another 
Eastern student. 
Once inside the cave, they 
staked their lives on the flash- 
light batteries. 
One mile in the earth, in a 
tunnel 3 feet high and not much 
Progress/JAY      wider, it was impossible to see 
ANGEL     a hand before a face. 
If the light went out, they 
would have to feel their way back to the surface world, across muddy cliff 
ledges, around a steep embankment that descended into a lake and through 
"pinches" where human beings must impersonate a snake to pass. 
The lights didn't go out, though, and before the return trip began, a 
connection with the past was made. 
Visible in the clay walls of the final tunnel was the imprint of a basket 
that someone had carried there 2,000 years ago to gather clay for a 
ceremony we can never understand. 
The crude artwork of that someone and his companions, some of it 
gruesome and malevolent, is etched into the walls and bits of his cane 
torch, his only source of illumination, have fallen along the way. 
Haskins said the Indians of this time period were capable of much more 
elaborate and aesthetic drawings, which leads her to believe that these 
drawings were not meant for public consumption. 
"We rarely get the opportunity to sec that side of prehistoric people," 
Haskins said. 
She called these ancient underworld intruders "the world's greatest 
cavers" because their physical traces show they reached parts of the cave 
that man didn't reach again until the advent of modem equipment made it 
possible in the 1930s. 
Some parts of the cave were explored as early as 1803, according to lead 
pencil graffiti by Kirby Wright, the first owner of the land above the cave. 
The cave's present owner has gone to great lengths to preserve it, 
including building wooden steps down and posting "no trespassing" signs. 
Caving Tips 
• Go into the cave 
wearing a hard hat. 
• Always enter the cave 
with a mounted light on 
your hat.This will free your 
hands for other things. 
Also, carry two other light 
sources in case of failure or 
need. 
• Be sure to take food and 
water into the cave with you 
Keep it on your person or 
otherwise close to you, in case 
of an accident. 
Next week 
Martial arts 
Eastern 
student Ray 
Dexter and 
other 
workers sift 
dirt Inside the 
cave, 
searching for 
artifacts. 
Progress/JAY 
ANGEL 
Progress/JAY ANC-FL 
Valerlne Hlnes, an Eastern student, and Eric Bushee, a University of Kentucky student, 
search for artifacts In a dirt screener outside the cave. After the dirt is screened inside 
the cave. It Is brought outside for this second screening Inspection, in an attempt to be 
sure that no artifacts are overlooked during the archaeological dig. 
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O Sand your announcements to Chad Williamson or Mary Ann Lawrence at 117 Donovan Annex 
before noon Monday. 
! University Cinemas *, 
I I astern By-Pass        STARTS FRIDAY!        r.2.<-707o ♦' 
Announcements 
The William H. Knapp 
Scholarship will be awarded 
lo a junior student majoring in 
psychology. Students must 
haw-ai lcasta3.0GPAlhrough 
the first semester of his/her 
junior year. Applications arc 
available in 102 Cammack. 
The deadline is Feb. 23. 
Wednesday is the deadline 
for applications for the Phi 
Kappa Phi scholarship for out- 
standing senior students. For 
more information, contact 
Rosannc Lorden at 1107 or 
leave a message at 1105. 
The EKU Faculty Club of- 
fers a scholarship to the chil- 
dren or grandchildren of EKU 
faculty and contract staff who 
have not previously received 
the award, are currently en- 
rolled at EKU and have a mini- 
mum of 45 hours. For infor- 
mation, contact Dr. Carol Jor- 
dan (4972) or Dr. Bill Davig 
(4971 or 1377). 
TODAY/17 
Rims 
"MalcolmX"wulbe shown 
at 6 p.m. in Room 108 of the 
Crabbe Library. 
Bullet the blue sky 
Alpha Eta Rho, the aviation 
organization, will meet 
today at 4:30 
p.m. in Room 
247.      Stratton 
Building. 
Uve Entertainment 
R&B singer Jane Powell will 
perform a free concert tonight at 
7:30 p.m. in the Keen Johnson 
Ballroom, Powell Building. 
Clubs/Meetings 
The book discussion spon- 
sored by the Presbyterian Church 
will meet today at the home of 
Virginia Congleton to discuss 
C.S. Lewis' "Surprised by Joy: 
The Shape of My Early Life." 
For more information, call 
Congleton at 623-0102. 
FRIDAY/18 
Lectures 
Mortar Board will ho Ida self- 
defense seminarfor women from 
5:30- 6:45 p.m. today in the 
Kennamcr Room. Powell Build- 
ing. Paul Koontz and Aaron 
Little arc the instructors. < 
Uve Entertainment 
Honors Band will be at 
Brock Auditorium all day Fri- 
day through Sunday. 
The Ebony Ball will be 
held Friday from 10 p.m.-1 
p.m. in the Keen Johnson 
Ballroom. The priceisSl with 
Eastern ID. 
SUNDAY/20 
Clubs/Meetings 
A Chinese New Year Pot- 
luck Dinner will be held at 
7:30 p.m. at the Baptist Stu- 
dent Union. 
Uve Entertainment 
"Sweet Charity'* will be per- 
formed at Brock Auditorium 
Wednesday through Saturday 
at 8 p.m. Tickets arc $6. 
Clubs/Meetings 
The Counseling Center and 
the Substance Abuse Center will 
be sponsoring a program titled 
"Pathways to Addiction" 
Wednesday from 3:30-4:30 
p.m. in the Kennamcr Room, 
Powell Building. 
Lectures 
Rev. Robert Blythc will give 
a sermon in honor of Martin 
Luther King Jr. at 9 p.m. in 
Martin Hall lobby. 
Dr. Chung-In Moon will lec- 
ture on "Islam and Wixkl Order- 
on Wednesday at 6.30 p.m. aiihc 
Jaggers Room, Powell Building. 
UPCOMING 
Clubs/Meetings 
A CrossCultural Mixer will 
be held at Walnut Hall, Keen 
Johnson Building, from 3-5 p JIT. 
Channel 
Schedule 
40   Movie 
Thursday/17 
First Robin Hood: Men in Tights 
Second Rookie of the Year 
Third: Map of the Human Heart 
Friday/18 
First Rookie of the Year 
Second Mapoflhc Human Heart 
Third: Robin Hood: Men in 
Tights 
Sunday/20 
First Map of the Human Heart 
Second Robin Hood Men in 
Tights 
Third: Rookie of the Year 
Monday/21 
Fust Sliver 
Second: The Fisher King 
Third In the Line of Fire 
Tuesday/22 
First The Fisher King 
Second In the Line of Fire 
Third: Sliver 
ACE VENTURA 
Nightly 7:00 & 9:15 
Sat-Sun 1:30,4:00, 
7:00&9:15[pcri3] 
REALITY BITES 
Nightly 7:15 & 9:15 
Sat-Sun 1:45,4:15, 
7:1549:15^:1 
M 
11 
M 
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••NO PASSIVSO turns tvns 
Towne Cinema  h 
WDBCYnCRESPKSyrc 
. .THE THREE 
MUSKETEERS 
M ASSOCIATION WITH CARAVAN PCrUST 
PG^: 
Starts Friday 
7:15 & 9:15 nightly 
Sunday Matinee 
1 & 3 p.m. 
ADMISSION 
$1.50 
Wcdncsday/23 
First In the Line of Fire 
Second: Sliver 
Third: The Fisher King 
LITTLE PROFESSOR 
BOOK CENTER 
"WE HELP FIND THE BOOKS YOU LOVE" 
• BOOKS FOR ALL MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY 
■ SPECIAL ORDERS * PHONE ORDERS 
. BIBLES a INSPIRATIONAL BEST SELLERS 
GIFT CERTIFICATES 
•FREE GIFT WRAPING 
•WIDE SELECTION OF MAGAZINES 
428 RICHMOND MALL 
RICHMOND KY 40475 
MON - SAT 10AM - 9PM 
SUN 12:30PM - 6PM 
1623-05221 
New Webster's Collegiate Dictionary 
10th Edition available 
posters 
t-shirts 
BUY  SELL/TRADE 
623-5058 EKU By-Pass across from Piaa Hut 
God is our refuge and strength, a vtfy 
present help in trouble. 
Psalm 46 I     '. 
u* 
^ 
SOFT Shoe, Inc. 
Limbo/Lottery Birthday Bonanza 
Fountain Food Court 
 Feb. 23  
(>NE; PAIR OVER $2<f" 
Exp. 3-3-94 
Moru-Sat. 10 to 9 Sun. 1 to 6 
* Exclude* Closcouts 
Remember:  Tuesday clashes are on Monday! 
Accepted at 
more schools 
than you. were 
VISA 
' " * 
EKU Center Board proudly presents 
JANE POWELL 
appearing with the fabulous 
JANE POWELL BAND 
JANE POWELL 
"She stole the night from a legend," wrote The WaihlngtDn Rat ■bout Jane Powell 
when she appeared on the same bill wtth Ray Charter 
"A certain talent comet along every 20 yean or so, and you're tri" said singer Tony 
Bennett of this talented lady. 
With such luminous accolades coming net way, It's no wonder the vocalist of Jane 
Powell and Co. has won not only this year's Campus Entertainment Award In the Jan 
Music category, but the coveted Entertainer of the Year honor as wet. 
Tma«ttkWtjaa,aUttteWtrhytrimarriblues,alttt^ 
what she might be singing on any grven night depends on her mood. 
Backed by her five piece, full-till funk band, Jane Is a joyous performer who captures 
the heart of any audience with her unpretentious humor and wtt. 
7:30 PM • Keen Johnson Ballroom 
ADMISSION FREE mnd OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
COMINC TO ALUMNI COLISEUM 
THURS, MAR 14, 7 PM 
RESERVED SEATS ONLY - $19.50 
TICKET* ON SALE TODAY FOR STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF 
(FEI. 17, 9 AM-1 PM ONLY AT THE POWELL INFORMATION DESK.) 
$1.00 DISCOUNT 
TO THE FIRST 1.0OO 
STUDENTS ON 
THURSDAY. LIMIT 
4 TICKETS WITH 
STUDENT IP. 
It's everyv***re 
•you "want to beT 
O Visa USA Inc. 1994 
Tim McGraw 
TICKET SALES TO THE CENERAL PUBLIC BECIN FRIDAY, FEB. SB 
TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE CASHIER'S WINDOW (COATES AD- 
MINISTRATION BUILDING) AND AT ALL TICKETMASTER LOCATIONS. 
_ 
?;-■ 
Racordsmitri Top 10 
1. Ale* In ClMkM, -Jar of RW 
2. Counting Crow*, 'Augud and Everything Elae" 
3 Pavement -Crooked Rain" 
4. ZZ Top. "Antenna- 
5. Tort Amos. -Ondar tie Pink" 
6 Beasbe Boys. -Same CM Stur 
7. John Michael Montgomery. -KjcknV It Up" 
8. 2 Low. -Funky Ul Brother" 
9 Smashing Pumpkins. -Siamese Dream* 
lO.Dk>, -Strange Highways- 
B3 
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Chad Williamson, Arts editor 
  Chad W Hiamson. Arts e 
Concert proves Railroad 
on right track to success 
Dir fWi-kai ********  mnmoH Inrwwna nr-nn» aV—i /-,«—»—   ..J» «—J • •TT—— rutf.^ ¥"* .. J ri _1 *^._ 
Progress/BRETT DUNLAP 
Danny Shirley of Confederate Railroad performs for the audience at Brock Auditorium. 
By Chad Williamson 
Arts ed tor 
No matter what you think about coun- 
try music, you have to love any band lhat 
can work in the theme of "The Andy 
Griffith Show** into a song. 
A whistling solo, the Trashenes and a 
cover of Bob Dylan's "Knockin* on 
Heaven's Door" were just some of the 
surprises to be 
found at the Con- 
federate Railroad 
concert Friday. 
Opening both 
the 7 p.m. and 10 
p.m. shows was 
Eastern's own 
Kim Carter, who 
filled a half-hour with cover versions of 
popular country hits and her own origi- 
nals. 
A competent singer. Carter tried hard 
to be a cross between Tanya Tucker and 
Wynonna and fell into the middle ground, 
somewhere in between. She never seemed 
to find ihc right balance, never quite reach- 
ing the roar or purr of Tucker or obtaining 
the range of Wynonna. 
Also at fault was her selection of 
music. Though she did well on covers of 
Pam TilRs CCIeopatra, Queen of De- 
nial")arriLorrieMorganf'HalfEnough''), 
her originals, taken from her recent CD 
"New Horizon," were less successful. 
The songs were mostly spiritless, ge- 
neric country songs with ideas and melo- 
dies that have been beaten to death by 
every female country singer since Patsy 
Clinc. 
The only original with any spirit was 
"SanconcElscLsllavingMyGoodTunc." 
Far from original, it still contained a solid 
hook and good singing by Carter with 
potential to go somewhere. 
A certain amount of nervousness 
seemed to come across from Carter, who 
left most of the stage patter and stirring of 
the crowd to ha drummer. It was 
whmOxifedcraleRailirjadioaredirU»w- 
ever, when the real fun began. 
Full of solid harmonies and a com- 
plete tack of pretension and shame, the 
Railroad roared through a 90-minute set 
filled with the good time songs they are 
known for.as well as 
afewsentimental fa- 
vorites. 
It was "She 
Never Cried" that 
lifted the until-then 
seated crowd to their 
feet, and no one sat 
down afterwards. 
The band also in- 
troduced songs from 
their next album, 
•■Notorious," includ- 
ing "Daddy Never 
Was the Cadillac 
Kind," which is just 
what you expect 
from the title, all about the lessons in life 
one learns from his or her dad. 
Easily the crowd plcaser of the new 
tunes was "Elvis and Andy," the story of 
a Southern boy who goes and does a silly 
thing by falling in love with a Northern 
girl. 
The story has a happy ending, though, 
since the girl loves the same things all true 
Southern boys love: Elvis Presley and 
"The Andy Griffith Show." 
The locker of the song was the solo at 
the end by lead singcrShirlcy, who whistles 
the "Griffith" theme. A surefire hit when 
it is released, it's the type of song where a 
band can do no wrong 
It was the favorites lhat the crowd 
wanted to hear, though, and the Railroad 
didn'tdisappoinL The bandripped through 
such favorites as "Queen of Memphis" 
Tickets go on sale 
today at 9 a.m. for 
students for the 
March 24 Sawyer 
Brown, Diamond Rio 
and Tim McGraw 
concert. Tickets are 
$19.50 with the first 
1,000 students getting 
a $1 discount 
and Time Off for Bad Behavior" with a 
vigor no one could have expected 
The surprise of the night came during 
the 10 p.m. show, where the band showed 
so much energy one would have thought 
the 7 p.m. show was nothing more than a 
warm-up. 
It was during the 10 p.m. show were 
the Railroad played a Southern rock ver- 
sion of'Knockin'on 
Heaven's Door," 
dedicated to the vet- 
erans of Vietnam. 
You could hear 
rednecks sniffling 
away tears from un- 
derneath their cow- 
boy hats. 
All this is not 
to say Confederate 
Railroad is doing 
anything new with 
country music. 
However, they seem 
as if they're having 
so much fun upon 
stage you can't help but enjoy yourself. 
While bassist Wayne Secrest never 
moved more than six feet from his original 
spot,Shirlcy.kcyboardistChnsMc Daniel 
and guitarist Michael Lamb more than 
made up for it in their enthusiam. 
And no mention of the concert could 
be made without talking about the 
Trasheues. A trio of attractive, politi- 
cally incorrect back-up singers in tight 
leather outfits and 3-inch spiked heels, 
they contributed background vocals to 
a third of the songs. 
Their (seemingly) primary purpose 
wascrtytodrarxthcnisdvcsacrossShirlcy 
during a rollicking chorus of the show 
closer and ultimate crowdplcaser.'Trashy 
Women" 
What a better way to end the night 
than with 'Trashy Women?" 
'Sweet Charity' to goon despite injury 
By Chad Williamson 
Arts editor 
To tell a actor or actress before a 
show to "break a leg" is to wish them 
good luck with the performance. 
For Beth Hall, it takes on a whole 
new meaning. 
Hall, a senior performing arts ma- 
jor from Preslonsburg who plays Ihc 
lead role of Charity in the Eastern 
theater production of "Sweet Char- 
ity," broke her foot Monday during a 
show rehearsal. 
In a scene. Charily falls intoa lake. 
Hall was required to fall behind a 
"Sweet Charity" will be 
performed Feb. 23-26 
at Gifford Theatre at 8 
p.m. Tickets are $6 and 
may be reserved by 
calling 1323. 
platform onto a foam pad. When she 
did, her foot fell between a crack and 
broke. 
"I went totally ballistic on my doc- 
tor when he told me," Hall said. "I just 
started crying." 
Having to readjust the musical 
around Hall, who portrays a dance hall 
hostess, has required reworking from 
director Homer Tracy. 
"I'll just have to cut it out," Tracy 
said about Hall's dancing. 
Hall said everyone has helped her 
to work through the difficulty. 
"People have been so supportive," 
she said. "She (Charity) was just a big 
ball of energy before, and now I don't 
know what she'll be. We're not going 
to try to hide the cast, and we're deco- 
rating it in psychedelic colors." 
Even with the cast on her foot. 
Hall said the role of Charity is de- 
manding. 
"It's the most physical show I've 
ever done." 
Tracy said he chose the play, writ- 
ten by Cy Cole man. Dorothy Fields 
and Neil Simon, as a forum to show of f 
female talent 
"There are a lot of roles for 
women," he said. 
Though the play lakes place in the 
summer of 1966, before any of the 
performers were born, Tracy said he 
fell there would be no problem with 
capturing the spirit of the '60s. 
"It's no different than doing a 
Shakespeare play," he said. 
It's the attack of the late night movies 
HIP HOP HOORAY! 
I love late night movies. 
Your typical 2 am. movie, usually 
billed undera name like "The Channel 99 
All-Star Drive-ln Classic Four Star Cin- 
ema" Extraordinaire," features flicks with 
the titles "Attack of the 90-Foot Killer 
Cheerleaders from Mars" and "Martian 
Mercenaries Visit Venus and Blow Up 
Anything That Moves." 
All these are great since nothing will 
beat the insomnia out of you like some- 
thing with Sean Perm or Madonna (or 
worse, Sean Penn and Madonna). 
Chad 
Williamson 
Since You 
Asked 
Watch enough laic night cinema and 
it's easy to start seeing how you'd do ihc 
movies. Think about iL 
■ Brian Dc Palma directs Roseannc 
ArroliMarlonBrandoandOrsonWcllcs 
in"Body Double-sized," theemik thriller 
NO ONE wants lo see. Enough said. 
■ Clint Eastwood stars with Jean 
Claude Van Damme, Ah -noklandSylvcstcr 
Stallone in the premiere action movie wkh- 
outa title and nothing useless like dialogue 
as so lo interrupt the explosions. 
■ Woody Allen directs Macaulcy 
Culkin.Shirley Tern plcand Michael Jack- 
son in ihc revisionist remake of "The 
Hand That Rocks The Cradle." 
■All the kids from"Difl,rem S trokes" 
star in "The Getaway," where a 
multicultural criminal gang terrorize 7- 
Elevens and video stores in a wave of 
crime. A special appearance is from 'The 
Partridge Family's" Danny Bonaducc 
where he beats up undercovercop R uPaul. 
■John Candy stars in "Enter ihc Ninja 
(Throughthe Double Doors)."Whcnstrcct 
crime begins lo lake hold of his neighbor- 
hood, clothing store for big and tall men 
owner Candy dons the black suit of the 
ninja to teach punks the meaning of justice. 
I don't know; sounds better than 
watching "The Bcastmaster" again. 
Prograss/BRETT DUNLAP 
Performing at the "throw down" last Thursday night at 
Brock Auditorium was rap group Dark Side. 
Earn extra cash for Spring Break 
... donate Plasma 
Earn up to $160 for SPRING BREAK by donating life-saving plasma! Donate 
between now and SPRING BREAK and you could win one of five $100 cash 
prizes. Call or stop by for more details. 
©plasma alliance 
Hours of operation: W^ .... f-»» 2043 Oxford Clrcla 
Mon.. Thurs. 8 a.m. -11 p.m. "people helping people Lexington. KV 
Frl. • a.m. ■ 7 p.m. (806) 284-8047 
Sat. * Sun. S a.m. - 8 p.m. 1-800-832-4884 
"Let Professionals 
Care for Your Eyes 
Member American Optometrists Association 
American Academy of Optometry 
• Examinations 
• Contact Lenses 
(Hard/Soft) 
• Glaucoma Tests 
• Prescriptions Filled 
• Preventive Tests 
Dr. W.R. Isaacs 
Dr. C.L. Davis 
Dr. W.T. Reynolds 
Dr. M.F. Hay 
Optometrists 
228 West Main Street 
Richmond, KY 
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The Eastern Progress 
Send your suggestions 
for PEOPLE to Chad 
Williamson or Selena 
Woody at 117 Donovan 
Annex or call 1882. 
IF YOU RE NOT RECYCUNG 
YOU RE THROWING IT All AWAY. 
! Rnvironmental Defense Fund at EZSjET f!W[ 
ouih, NY, NY 10010 for a free brochure '***-   tSuvi 
Hobby makes student 
a real-life 'Billy Yank' 
By Selena Woody 
Accent editor 
As Pvt Henry Franklin 
stood on the rolling hills of 
Gettysburg, he could see 
across the field ID the far hill 
where the Confederate sol- 
diers were hiding. 
From his far-left flank po- 
sition, he saw the enemy unit 
approaching, moving past the 
hill. 
Slowly, a chill ran up his 
spine. 
They're coming. 
"Oh. my God." he whis- 
pered quietly, and the battle 
began. 
This type of battle, a Civil 
War battle, is the thing 
Franklin, or rather Nelson 
Meinze, does professionally. 
Meinze is a reenactment 
actor who plays a Union sol- 
dier with the 7th Kentucky 
Army unit. Franklin is 
Meinzc's original and true- 
to-life Civil War counterpart. 
The 7th Kentucky, origi- 
nally the 3rd Kentucky, was a 
real unit that actually fought 
during the Civil War. 
The counterparts, or alter 
egos, that Meinze and the 
other members of his unit 
portray were also actual sol- 
diers during the war. 
The actors get information 
on their alter egos by reading 
historical books on the war and 
their unit and diaries of the 
men who served. 
They even research their 
particular alter ego, tracing 
family, home, lifestyle and any 
other information that may help 
them to more accurately play 
the soldier. 
Meinze became interested 
in doing Civil War reenact- 
ments after he visited 
Perryville, near Harrodsburg, 
two years ago. He inquired into 
the battle reenactment he had 
seen there and was immedi- 
ately intrigued. 
"Hike to do it a lot because 
I think we are a living mural to 
soldiers who lived and died in 
the Civil War," Meinze said. 
Meinze said that the unit 
travels from Kentucky to West 
Virginia to Georgia to Illinois, 
all in hopes their presentations 
will open people's eyes to the 
truth behind this country's 
bloodiest war. 
"A lot of people don't re- 
ally understand how important 
the Civil War was," Meinze 
said. "We try to correct how 
those people learn about the 
Civil War and how they see 
it" 
The unit not only does 
actual battle reenactments, 
but also does living histories, 
which are reenactments of the 
individual soldier's life or 
what the life of a soldier was 
like. 
With almost every reen- 
actment comes a new piece 
of information for the actors. 
Perhaps they find a rela- 
tive of their alter ego or per- 
haps just a new lead on his 
life. 
"Everyone in (he unit has 
a real interest in the history 
and in learning," Meinze said. 
"We are constantly learning 
about them everywhere we 
go." 
Often, the experience is 
enough to transport the actor 
back into the soldier's life 
and time, according to 
Meinze. 
"When you go to a good 
event with no power lines or 
parking lots interrupting the 
land, truly authentic places, 
it's easy to get lost in the 
rote." 
One experience of getting 
lost in the role occurred to 
Progress/BRETT DUNLAP 
Nelson Meinze, who performs in Civil War shows 
portraying a Union Army private, loads his rifle. 
Meinze during a battle. 
"Once, our unit was 10 feel 
from where our original unit 
was, and our commander told 
me that and chills just ran all 
over me," Meinze said "Even 
though you know you're not 
really there, sometimes you 
can't helpbut break out in cold 
chills." 
Meinze is an undeclared 
university studcnt.although he 
said he is leaning toward ma- 
joring in law enforcement. He 
is also a member of the Army 
Reserve and the Civil Air Pa- 
trol. 
To find out more about 
Civil War reenaciments, call 
Meinze at 4260. 
20% off 
to students 
each Thursday 
with EKU I.D. 
624-3501 
Richmond Mall 
A  WHOLE   NEW  LOOK 
Mother's 
Coin 
Laundn 
Professional ironing 
& check cashing 
service 
Present coupon for 
1 Free Wash 
Shoppers Village 
EKUBypaw 
629-5014 
expire. 2-24-94 
•    will honor competitor*' coupons  j 
O CLEAN STORE-CLEAN CLOTHES { 
WELCOME 
Kappa Delta Spring Pledges 
i, 
Remember the 
presidents, but 
also remember to 
go to your 
Tuesday classes 
on Monday. 
Karen Kanis 
SERVING 
Nikki Maul 
We love you!! 
¥ 
Congratulations 
to the 1994 KA King 
Kevin McAuley 
and The Court of Diamond Guys 
We Darian Jackson We 
V Scott Brown ^? 
You!
 Eric Kenoyer You! 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
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♦ ALL YOU CAN EAT 
WEEKDAY SPECIALS! 
♦ 
MONDAY 
All you can eat 
fried whiteftsh fillets 
and tender clam strips 
only5.99 
TUESDAY 
All you can eat 
Kuntry Fried Steak 
only 5.99 
WEDNESDAY 
All you can eat 
Blue Ribbon Fried Chicken 
(all white meat add .75) 
only 5.99 
WEDNESDAY ONLY 
8 Piece Chicken To Go 
only 4.99 
All you can eat dinners served with your choice of two 
home style vegetables and choice of bread or hush puppies. 
r 1 
♦ 1094 BARNES MILL RD. 1-75 EXIT 87 11—•-■  *r       - i~ ritmij, nematjte 1 624-1193 ♦ 
RICHMOND/EKU CAMPUS 
623-0030 
OPEN DAILY AT 11:00 AM FOR LUNCH UNTIL LATE NIGHT! 
CAMPUS 
SPECIALS 
(ON CAMPUS DELIVERY ONLY) 
10" SMALL 
CHEESE 
12" MEDIUM 
CHEESE $A99       $*99 2 3 
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 
69< 99< 
14" 
LARGE CHEESE $il99 4 
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 
$1.19 
Available Topping*! Pepperoni, Sausage, 
Mushrooms, Onions, Green Peppers, Ham, 
Ground Beef, Green Olives, Black Olives, Bacon, Banana Peppers 
xs> 
8" CLASSIC STEAK 
NO COUPON NECESSARY...JUST ASK FOR CAMPUS SPECIALS! 
TI 
Vimrmr, >N. «<Md m *>m*m Wi dnnng OiWI IV.rrr « Pi/M   M  . a-»-«i      | 
.Vocomlng Evwtta 
Today: Malcolm X will be 
-Shown in Room 108 of 
ZGrabbe Library, 6 p.m. 
Feb. 18 : The Ebony Ball will 
begin at 10 p.m. in the Keen 
Johnson Ballroom. Admission 
ft SI. 
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Mary Ann Lawrence, Activities editor 
Volunteering is 4magic9 
■ Local service 
groups seek 
student support 
By Susan L. Smith 
Staff writer 
Many students will be spending at 
least four years at Eastern while com- 
pleting their degrees, and these four 
years can be enriched by becoming 
involved in community service pro- 
grams. 
There are many different ways for a 
student to become involved in commu- 
nity service programs with organiza- 
tions such as Habitat for Humanity, the 
Salvation Army and the Lions Club. 
Also, many on-campus clubs and 
organizations, including the Greek or- 
ganizations, give their time to the Rich- 
mond community. 
"We'd love to have any students 
who care to take part," said Florence 
Tandy.presidenioflheMadisonCounty 
chapter of Habitat for Humanity. "Any- 
one can swing a hammer.'' 
There are no special skills needed 
other than the willingness to help. 
Habitat is currently trying to orga- 
nize a campus chapter, so it is looking 
for people who are eager to volunteer 
their time and skills. 
"Wenced people to do things other 
than help build houses," Tandy said. 
"We need people who can work with 
it We'd love to have any students 
who care to help out " 
—Florence Tandy, president, Habitat for Humanity 
fund raising, publicity, social work and a 
monthly newsletter.*' 
Many of these needs can be met by 
students who are planning to pursue a 
career in a related field. 
It is an opportunity to put knowledge 
learned in the classroom to use. 
The Salvation Army concentrates 
most of its efforts in the area of providing 
clothes and other necessitties to needy 
citizens. 
"We appreciate any help we can get," 
said LL Tammie Grigsbay. "We always 
need vlounteers to sort clothes and help 
out in the thrift store." 
The organization also needs people 
to clean, to do clerical work and, occa- 
sionally, to baby-sit 
The Lions Club in Richmond is also 
looking for volunteers. 
"We are always open to new mem- 
bers and arc happy to haveany students," 
said club member Dr. William Reynolds. 
The Lions Club's main priority is to 
buy eyeglasses for Madison Countians 
who cannot afford them. 
The club's biggest fund raiser is an 
upcoming magic show at the Madison 
Middle School auditorium on Feb. 19. 
The show, "Roger and LeeAnn's 
Grand Illusion Magic Show," will be- 
gin at 7 p.m. and tickets arc 55 in 
advance and $6 at the door. 
The Lions also participate in the 
Adopt-a-Highway program and need 
volunteers who are willing to go out 
and help clean up the road sides. 
An on-campus group thatdoes vol- 
unteer work is the Catholic Newman 
Center. 
"We form a work group once 
amonth and go into the Appalachian 
area to do a variety of jobs," said Sr. 
Eileen Golby, campus sponsor. 
Depending on the weather, they 
may clean, paint or do other odd jobs. 
In addition to this work, the center 
takes care of Home Meals Delivery, a 
program designed to carry meals to the 
housebound. 
It is possible to work with many of 
these groups without actually joining a 
club and attending meetings. 
Many of these organizations exist 
only because of volunteers and appre- 
ciate any help they receive 
BUI Gregory, a volunteer with the Newman Center, checks his 
Manor to make a Home Meals delivery. 
Prograss/BRETT DUNLAP 
list before entering B.E. Wills 
Red Cross misses two-day goal 
Progross/DAN SMATHEBS 
Tonya Upton, 18, a clinical psychology major, gave blood at this year's Blood Drive Tuesday. 
By Emily Leath 
Staff writer 
Almost 80 percent of Eastern's 
population did not contribute to this 
week's Red Cross Blood Drive. 
If campus statistics match the na- 
tional trend, only 6 percent of the 
population gives on a regular basis; 16 
percent donate once a year, but 78 
percent never donate. 
"There is a very, very serious blood 
shortage," Susan Shower, chairman of 
the Blood Service Committee for the 
Daniel Boone Chapter of the Ameri- 
can Red Cross, said. "It sounds like 
publicity, but it's true." 
The Red Cross Blood Mobile was 
set up in the Keen Johnson Ballroom 
Tuesday and Wednesday. The group's 
goal was to collect 600 pints of blood. 
"Wc are really hoping to reach our 
goal of 600 units oi blood," Amy 
Wilde, Red Cross service representa- 
tive, said. "If we hit that goal, wc will 
be saving 2,400 lives." 
The blood collected, along with 
A community-wide blood 
drive will be held at 3-8 
p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 22 at 
St. Mark's school 
supplies from other Louisville Re 
gion blood drives, goes to patients in 
61 hospitals in 64 counties. 
i '^Anywhere in the nation, the hos- 
pitals' blood supplies rely strictly on 
volunteer drives such as this one and 
community or industry drives," 
Shower said. 
According to the American Red 
Cross, there is an 85 percent chance 
an individual or a member of his/her 
family will need part of this blood 
supply. Also, the need for blood is 
approximately 490 units a day year 
round. 
"From a nurse's standpoint, I can 
tell you it's real hard to tell a patient 
or the family it may be eight to 10 
hours before we can get the blood 
they need," Shower said. 
The process of donating blood is 
completely sterile and relatively simple. 
It takes about 10 minutes for a pint 
Donors may fed faint or dizzy or have 
an upset stomach temporarily. 
The liquid lost (plasma) will be 
replaced in a matter of hours, and the 
blood cells regenerate within a few 
weeks. 
Shower said despite Red Cross 
drives almost every eight weeks, they 
have not seen many successes. 
"We've had problems with do- 
nors not coming out because of the 
horrendous weather and flu epi- 
demic," she said. "People just can't 
get out to donate. Plus a few blood 
mobiles had to be canceled because 
they came out of Louisville." 
The next campus blood drive 
will not be until October. There will 
be a community-wide drive Tues- 
day at Si Mark's School from ^ to 8 
p.m- 
Those who donated this week 
will have to wait eight weeks to give 
the gift of life again. Volunteers arc 
all that keep the blood mobile alive. 
Brand New 
20 Minute     /Morning Wastf 
SonnenBraune/   Specials 75* 
Tanning Beds/   Mon. -Thurs. til 
$2 First Tan I noon Computerized 
Jann
 sSsdST^A- MAYTAG 
For your ocHTrverwence.. X 
Weww<)Kerdropott     , ^ ^ do want your bub 
service for jack's _   A.. ' v^ ^^ ypj   Pink Flamingo 
,-«       Laundry* Tanning Co. 
lOtoioSun 'l|620BI*HIIAve.      62*0076 
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Newman Ctr. speaker explores 
religious beliefs in UK talk 
Progress staff report 
The Catholic Newman Center, in 
an attempt to bridge the gap of cultural 
understanding between religious affili- 
ations, scheduled three representatives 
of different religious cultures who have 
and will explore their perspectives on 
practical issues in the community. 
The last of the three-part speaker 
series, "Appreciating Religious Differ- 
ences," sponsored by the Newman Cen- 
ter Inc. Distinguished Speakers Pro- 
gram will be at 7:30 p.m., Feb. 28, at the 
University of Kentucky. 
Imam Shahied S. Rashid of the Is- 
lamic Mosque, Lexington, will present 
"Islam in Focus." 
"We must educate each other about 
each other," said Monday night's speaker, 
the Rev. C.B. Akins,pastor of the Fust 
Baptist Church.Brackiown. 
Akins said that the separation of de- 
nominations and people is a "religious 
felony." 
"God has no gender. God has no color." 
re said. "All people are equal in his eyes." 
Sera-Tec Biologiculs 
Good Fab. 17 thru Feb. 24 ( 'ainpus Plasma ( 'cnlci 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
SPORTSWEAR • SPORTSWEAR • SPORTSWEAR 
CATCH THE SPIRIT! 
10% off 
Jackets, sweatshirts, jerseys, T-shirts, fashionwear, 
running shorts, baseball caps, and more. We've got 
all the premium quality sportswear you could ask for 
... imprinted with great looking custom graphics. 
We've got the spirit. Catch it! 
WE HAVE MORE IN STORE 
F ORAYOU 
New Donors Receive 
624-9814 
2*>2 South Second M 
New Hours 
Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday 
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Tuesday and 
Thursday 
1 1  a.m. to 7 p.m. 
"UNIVERSITY |E BOOKSTORE 
CENURoiCAMPUS 
Thursday Morning Breakfast 
*&F 
i 
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F«b. 1B-20 Women's tennis host 
EKU Invitational beginning at 
8:30 a.m. the first two days and 
7:30 a.m. the last. 
Feb. 20 Women's basketball 
host UT-Martin at 2 p.m. 
Fab. 21 Men's basketball host 
UT-Martin at 7:30 p.m. 
Eastern tops OVC, Lady Tigers 83-79 
Polls do 
not always 
show real 
No. 1 
This week's Associated Press 
poll is out and the winner is Ar- 
kansas. 
The Razorbacks knocked off 
No. 4 ranked Kentucky and 20ih 
ranked Florida to inherit the No. 1 
spot in the poll. 
No. 1. 
This is a number usually re- 
served as a mark of excellence. It 
is supposed to show that a team is 
the best in its respective sport. 
Not in the world of college 
basketball. 
Here, we assign this number to 
teams as if to put them up on a 
pedestal, then simply say they 
aren't No. I anymore and assign 
the label to another team. 
Which is all it is. a label. 
One that contains the follow- 
ing ingredients: a good team, 
ranked relatively high in preseason 
polls, plays in a respective confer- 
ence, usually has at least one big 
name player and, the secret ingre- 
dient, ranked at the right place at 
the right time. 
Yes, any team can be No. 1 as 
long as the team puts itself in po- 
sition to be it 
A team ra cd No. 3 auto- 
matically gets the top spot the fol- 
lowing week if one and two fall, 
such as the case this week as both 
North Carolina (# 1) and Duke (#2) 
fell to ACC foes. 
But is Arkansas the best team 
in the country? 
If so, why weren't they ranked 
first last week? 
Because polls don't show who 
is the best, just who has been the 
hrst lately. 
I~j "Aike r.t lost to Wake 
Forest this weekend. Duke would 
have inherited No. 1. 
But is Duke belter than North 
Carolina, a team who beat the Blue 
Devils a week before to move into 
No. I and send Duke down to No. 
2? 
Of course not 
They were just better that par- 
ticular week. 
That is the problem with polls. 
They look week-io-week instead 
of over an entire season. 
Teams occasionally can have 
an off night and when you are 
playing conference games, some- 
times defeat is inevitable. 
Especially when you move into 
the lop spot of the polls, or so it 
seems that way. 
Nowadays, there is even a 
warning attached to the label 
whenever it is handed to you. 
It reads: Caution, learns who 
move into the No. 1 spot may 
suffer several side effects, includ- 
ing cold shooting, ineffectiveness 
and a drastic loss. 
Some teams are so allergic to 
the No. 1 spot ihey would refuse 
it if Ihey could. 
But they can't. They must lake 
their medicine like everyone else. 
Luckily, for college basket- 
ball fans, the polls don't really 
matter. 
There is a tournament that lets 
us see who is truly the best team in 
the country. 
This week, that team appears 
to be Arkansas, but don't get loo 
accustomed to seeing them on top 
of the polls. 
Especially since Ihey played 
Alabama last night, the team who 
bracked off the Razorbacks back 
in January, just after they had 
reached the lop of the college bas- 
ketball hill. 
Even if the Crimson Tide 
didn 'I get Arkansas, someone will; 
because this year we have learned 
once a team reaches the top of the 
hill, there is nowhere to go but 
down. 
By Matt McCarty 
Assistant sports adaor 
To win the big game, teams must 
connect on their free throw opportuni- 
ties. 
When Tennessee Stale rolled into 
town Sunday to take on Eastern Ken- 
tucky, first place in the Ohio Valley 
Conference was on the line. 
Eastern (13-6.10-2 OVC) calmly 
stepped to the line and sank 33 out of 
39 free throws in its 83-79 victory 
over Tennessee Stale (16-7, 11-3 
OVC). 
"It is a credit to the people who 
were willing to sacrifice,'' Eastern head 
coach Larry Joe Inman said. 
Two Lady Colonels, sophomore 
guard Stephany Davis and freshman 
forward Lisa Fussell, came in with 
career highs. 
Davis netted 17 points while 
Fussed established new career highs 
in both points, 18. and rebounds, 12. 
"They accepted the challenge," 
Inman said. "Their (Tennessee State) 
thing was to try to stop (Kim) Mays 
and Maisha (Thomas).'' 
Fussell played one of her best 
games of the year despite playing with 
a pulled muscle in her back 
Mays finished with 24, including 
16-19 free throws. 
On the defensive side of the ball. 
Eastern held the Lady Tigers to 36 
percent shooting from the field. 
"It was a great defensive effort" 
Inman said. "You hold them, shooting 
wise, to that percentage; you know 
you had a big game." 
The Lady Colonels, who led 37- 
32 at halftime, look their biggest lead. 
73-59, on a pair of Mays free throws 
with 4:25 left to play. 
Tennessee Stale then went on a 
20-8 run to pull within a basket with 
:24loplay. 
Thai was as close as they got 
though, as Mays hit two more free 
throws down the stretch to finish out 
the scoring for the contest. 
Eastern set up the first place show- 
down on Saturday with an 89-76 vic- 
tory over Austin Peay. 
The Lady Colonels hit 24 of 35 
free throws as they recorded the sweep 
of Austin Peay for the season. 
Mays, who had 35 points against 
the Lady Governors the first time 
around, poured in 29, including 12-12 
from the charity stripe. 
Freshman center Kim 
Cunningham added 24 points and led 
all Lady Colonels on the boards with 
12 rebounds. 
.    . ,„_ ProoraaaAIIMOUIGGINS 
Junior guard Kim Maya goes up for a shot In Eastern's 89-76 victory over Austin Peay Saturday. 
Rogers not so neighborly to Colonels 
OVC 
Standings 
Men: 
Murray St. 12-1 
Term. St. 11-3 
Austin Peay 7-4 
EKU 85 
Morehead &6 
SEM0 4-9 
MTSU 3-9 
Tenn. Tech 2-9 
Tenn-Martin 2-9 
WomM: 
EKU 102 
Tenn. St. 11-3 
Tenn. Tech 8-3 
MTSU 84 
SEMO 7-6 
Austin Peay 4-7 
Morenead 38 
Murray St 2-11 
Tenn-Martin 1-10 
By Lanny Brannock 
Sports editor 
When the Tennessee Slake Tiger, 
arrived Monday night, the Eastern 
Kentucky Colonels knew ihey would 
be playing for 
second place in 
the OVC after 
beating second 
placeA" inFeay 
Srturday. 
After the 
game. Eastern 
knew ihey were 
fighting for third 
or fourth, again. 
"It's son of a 
minor, setback. 
We just slipped. 
We just weren't 
ready to play at 
the beginning of 
the game.''junior 
guard Marlon 
Sic wan said. 
The only 
thing the Colo- 
nels looked ready to do in the first four 
minutes of the game was to see how 
many points they could spot the Ti- 
mers. Slate scored the first seven points 
of the game, and after a DeMarcus 
Doss layup, scored the next seven. 
The Colonels fought back from a 
14 -point halftime deficit to pull within 
nine, however, after trailing in double 
digits most of the first half. 
It was more of the comeback vari- 
ety of basketball in the second half as 
well for the Colonels. Arlando Johnson 
caught fire and became virtually un- 
stoppable in the second half. 
Trailing 77-62 with 8:39 to play, 
the Colonels went on a 19-7 ran over 
the next six minutes to pull within 
three points with 2:09 remaining when 
Johnson's jumper from the left 
baseline fell, making the score 84-81, 
Tigers. 
But the Colonels would get no 
closer. 
AII-OVC center Carlos Rogers hit 
a short turnaround jumper to put the 
Tigers up by five, and Tim Honon hit 
five of six free throws putting the 
game out of reach, despite Eastern's 
attempt to hang on. 
Rogers gave the Colonels fits all 
night long, despite foul trouble. 
Rogers scored 24 points and pulled 
down five rebounds, with a 10-12 
performance from the free throw line. 
The difference was that we just 
couldn't control Rogers. He got posi- 
tion and got the ball and did the right 
thing with it," Calhoun said. _!__ Progress/JIM QUIGGINS Samor Will Holmes lays m two of his 17 points In an 89-79 victory ovsr Austin Peay Saturday. 
Colonels 'make best' of bad weather 
By Jason VanOver 
Staff writer 
The snow last weekend brought 
about die near collapse of the Greg 
AdanumviUM^onaJ.amen'sindoorien- 
SJS tournament 
The tournament, which originally 
had eight teams KfcBfcJtg to partici- 
pate, was cut down to four due to die 
bad weather that swept across the coun- 
try. 
Austin Peay. Murray Stale, West- 
cm Kentucky and Southern 
Illinois-Edwardsville, were 
notable to make the trip to 
Richmond, leaving Morenead 
Stale. Tennessee Tech and 
Butler to play a round robin 
format 
"All the coaches agreed to make the 
best of it," Coach Tom Higgins said. 
"There was no need to waste a whole 
weekend." 
Higgins said his learn played with 
•'maximum effort, "throughout the tour- 
nament, despite the absence 
of the four other teams. 
They played as good 
as they have played all year." 
Higgins said "We're gear- 
ing toward the final tourney 
in April." 
Eastern blanked Morehead State 7- 
0 and defeated Tennessee Tech. 4-3 on 
Saturday. Eastern then defeated Butler 
4-3 on Sunday. 
Butler was a big match for Eastern. 
The Colonels had lost to Evansvilje 
earlier in the season, and Butler had 
beaten Evansville this year. 
One of the most impressive players 
over the weekend was No. 1 seed Jeff 
Hechemy. Hechemy. a senior, won all 
three of his matches. 
"I can't remember this ever hap- 
pening in my 22 years of coaching," 
Higgins said. 
"I'm pleased at this point at how 
we're improving. I hope we get bener 
before the final tournament," Higgins 
Baseball 
swings into 
action next 
Saturday 
By Lanny Brannock 
Sports editor 
Eastern Kentucky baseball 
is getting some respect this year. 
No. the Colonels are not the 
Rodney Dangerfields of the 
Ohio Valley Conference, and 
yes, ihey are out for the OVC 
title this season, and ihey mean 
it 
"Conference champions is 
how I rate us. It's a little pres- 
sure, but that's my goal," junior 
second baseman Jason Stein 
said. 
Stein, who led the OVC in 
hitting last season, and senior 
shortstop Mike Minacci were 
voted preseason all-OVC picks 
by Baseball America. 
The magazinealsopickedlhe 
Colonels to finish first in the 
conference. 
To win a conference c ham- 
pionship, everyone has to play 
well," sophomore first baseman 
Jim Putko said. 
Coach Jim Ward didn't pre- 
dict the Colonels to be OVC 
champions, but said Ihey were 
contenders. 
This season, we have the 
confidence and desire to play 
well in the conference. This is 
the first lime since 1989 that I 
really sensed the altitude was 
that we were the best in the 
conference," Ward said. 
The Colonels have not won 
the conference since that sea- 
son. 
To win the conference. East- 
ern will rely heavily on its re- 
turning starling pitchers and se- 
nior closer Jeff Click. 
"We like our pitching staff. 
They have been there before, 
and now they have to prove they 
are comparable to old EKU 
learns. They want to do that. I 
think Ihey can do that," Ward 
said. 
"By the lime they reach their 
junior year they are familiar with 
the conference and teams. 
They've just got experience." 
Eastern was the hottest team 
in the conference the second half 
of the season. 
The Colonels won 17of their 
last 22 games and lost to 
Morehead Stale in the finals of 
the OVC tourney. Ward hopes 
to continue the hot streak into 
this season. 
"We became more aggres- 
sive in the second half of the 
season. The key to this season 
will be our pitching. That's 
where we feel we will have an 
advantage. I think our power 
output will improve this year," 
Ward said. 
"We goua have the year we 
had last year and then some to 
white coaJen«tcc."Putkofaid 
IPP PW 
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Athletic trainers more than ankle tapers 
By Janeen Miracle 
Start writer 
They are like guardian angels at 
various sporting events, ready on the 
edge of their seats to run out and help 
athletes if they are injured. 
From the stands, their duties may 
look minimal. But behind the side- 
lines of the courts and fields at East- 
em, student athletic trainers play an 
integral part of keeping the athlete's 
physical prowess at its peak. 
"They help advise us on what to do 
and how to keep our muscles in tone to 
keep from sustaining other injuries," 
senior John Allen said. 
Allen, who has a strained knee, is 
trying to prevent having surgery so he 
can finish his last year as a forward for 
the Eastern basketball team. 
"When something could knock 
them out of playing again, we have a 
lot to do to gi ve them hope and encour- 
agement," student trainer Jill Davis 
said. 
Although the student trainers spend 
a lot of time taping ankles and knees to 
protect athletes' muscles, they have 
many other duties as well. 
"We don't just tape ankles," junior 
student trainer Melissa Speakmon said. 
. "We do rehabilitation. We try to 
prevent injuries by strengthening 
muscles." 
Randy McGuire, assistant athletic 
trainer, explained the tasks he and the 
student athletic trainers perform. 
"We are the coordinator between 
the coach, the doctor and the athlete," 
McGuire said. "We also answer ques- 
tions about nutrition and drug testing, 
counsel them, or direct them to some- 
one who can counsel them, and direct 
stretching exercises." 
Davis, a sophomore, got involved 
in the student athletic training pro- 
gram the summer before her freshman 
year at college. 
Davis heard about the program and 
began working for Robert "Bobby" 
Barton, the head athletic trainer, with 
the football team the summer after her 
SPOKTWQ GOODS* 
Final Winter Clearance Sale 
now in progress 
Save up to 50% 
on hundreds of 
items through- 
out the store. 
Richmond Mall 624-8100 
Progrsss/FRANCO PAHMER 
Head trainer Bobby Barton checks over EKU cheerleader Ashley Havens after a game Saturday. 
senior year. 
Davis' interest in the program 
stemmed from her own experiences as 
an athlete. 
"I played both basketball and soft- 
ball in high school," Davis said. "I 
hope lo be good at this job because I 
was an athlete, and I know what an 
injury feels like." 
Many of the trainers said the hard- 
est thing about balancing all of their 
duties was the long hours that they 
work. 
"The long hours get to you," 
McGuire said. "It's not like 9-5. but 
you put in the extra hours because you 
enjoy it. 
Barton and McGuire, along with 
Eva Clifton, assistant athletic trainer, 
spend SO percent of their time leaching 
and SO percent of their time working 
with the student athletic trainers. 
The curriculum is set up in this 
manner to allow students to experi- 
ence first-hand what they learn in the 
classroom. 
In 1991, the program became offi- 
cially approved as an athletic training 
major equivalent by the National Ath- 
letic Trainers Association, making it 
the only program like it offered at a 
university in Kentucky. 
While the reputation and credibil- 
ity of the program is important to the 
trainers, they said interaction with the 
athletes was what they liked most about 
the program. 
"We get to know the athletes well; 
they tend to open up a little bit more to 
us than they do even to their coaches. 
"You see them coming out of high 
school not knowing what to do or 
expect and then two or three years 
later, they are the leaders. You feel 
good for the fact that you've seen 
them developing as a person," 
McGuire said. 
An important goal of the athletic 
trainers is lo help an injured athlete 
return to competition with performance 
levels as good as or better than when 
they got hurt 
"One of the most rewarding things 
is when there is an athlete who has 
been injured, and you work with them 
for a period of time and they return to 
competition and perform very well," 
Clifton said. "Usually they will come 
back to you and thank you and remem- 
ber who helped them get there." 
Remind You of Anyone? 
Learn 
ComputersThe 
Easy Way! FAST DELIVERY!!! 
TrEN¥ 
T^AUrWr^BAF, 
Thursday's Special 
IFISH & CHIPS DINNER 
Second Full helping Only $1.00 
Tuesday Night - Kids' Night 
Kids 10 & under eat free off of Kids Menu 
(with one paid Adult dinner) 
Thursday Night - Students' Night 
Students present college ID. and get 15% OFF* 
(* excludes Happy Hour prices) 
■    ■•   ••■■•■■;-.-:■■• 
■ HaPpYHour— 
Monday thru Friday 4:30-6:30 
Special Prices on Appetizers & Drinks 
Daily Lunch Specials • Nightly Dinner Specials 
623-0305 239 W Mam St (under the Richmond Bank) 
Downtown Richmond 
Learn Computers by Watching this 
$39 Video!!! 
INCLUDES 32 FREE FONTS!!! 
Video Covers 
&> PCs 
&DOS6 
8   Windows 
ft WordPerfect 
CALL 986-5622 
FOR MORE 
INFO... 
Send $39 to:      Bitwise Network Consulting Inc. 
106 Bryon Ave. 
Berea, KY 40403 
ALL OF YOUR SPRING BREAK 
NEEDS... 
[V]TANNING BEDS 
Ask about our student 
[•1 SWIM SUITS     ri^SW"68 * 
I.I"MI?,,-I ^4-5jr*3> Paymcnt 
•   LOTIONS ^—fr~r p 
WE HAVETHE 
HOTTEST 
BULBS IN TOWN!!! 
636 University Shopping Clr - Visa, MasterCard A DiscoverCard 
o  0T,E DYES 
624-9351 
Hie Sun 
Shoppe 
lannins Salon 
SPRING BREAK 
is just around the corner ! 
• NEW BULBS 
darkest tanning bulba on the market 
• VENUS SWIMWEAR 
lust arrived! 
• Ask about FREE tanning visits 
MAKE YOUR 
APPOINTMENTS EARLY 
310 East Main Street • Next to Central Liquor 
DIAL-A-SUB. 
Put in your order tor the best subs in town—Subway subs 
Check out the menu below and give us a call 
HOT OR COLD SUBS & SALADS 
HOMY WMtMT OK ITUIAM IH» 
MM1 SUM CAM Sf MUM* AS A SAIAB £» 5& 
fmr TWICt MM mmml, jmtt tmy 
» BHT (hum. genoa Miami prpprrani. bojootluj 
/ SUBWAY CLUB (roasl beef, (urfcvy '""" ' 
I   I     SPICY ITALIAN tgmoa salami prpprmnO 
COLD CUT COMBO (ham. salami. 
y 
_ 
4.19 
3.19 4.39 
no). 
2.59 3.79 
1.69  STI9 
TUNA 
SEAFOOD Or CRAB. 
3.79 3.99 
3.39 8-39 
HAM ft CHEESE _ 
ROAST BEEF  
TURKEY BREAST. I i 
l/ ■/   MEATBALL 
2.79 3.99 
2.99^9 
2.79 3.99 
TURKEY ft BACON DELUXE 3.19 4.39 
STEAK ft CHEESE. 
Pizza Sab  
Bar B-Q CHICKEN 
rVrcomrrw-ndrd choices 
2J» 3.29 
3.19 4.39 
2.49 3.69 
3.19 4.39 
MdMMMOM. 40<   SOC 
EfrtxtM   p'l'vin'c     Cheese • Onions • tettute • Tomatoes • Pitklet 
rr«?«r rixin a>    Qteen Peppers . 0lives # Solt . pepper . oil 
Pint On Requtit Muilatd * Motonneise • Hot Pc 
.SUB 
624-9241 
Downtown Location 
MIEW8 
WEEKEND 
DELIVERY 
10% STUDENT 
DISCOUNT 
on ragUarty pnoxt tood «<ra only 
• STUDENT 
SPECIALS 
TUESDAY 
TAC0 & BEER 
$1 
2-4 and 8-10 p.m. 
•WEDNESDAY 
$1.59 
RGARITAS 
ALL DAY' 
•THURSDAY 
DINNER 
SPECIALS 
On the corner of Water 
and First Street 
.**$& 
1&& 
'&> 
O ttt %* 
.6<> 
a*** 
w»^ 
lO.S'* BFRFA UP. 
Shrimp 
Sensations! 
RICHMOND, KY. 
SEAFOOD 
Our New Shrimp Combinations 
Are Now On Sale! 
I hrw * -rr.it Shrimp Dinntl I 
Starling tntm ru*t$3.W! Chmn« 
from the New 20 piece Shrimp 
Dinner. Ihc NtW bhnmp .IIHJ 
Fish DiniH'i or the New Shrimp 
ami Si u tied Cr.ib Dinner 
SHRIMP & FRIES   CHICKEN & FRIES 
' Bite Size Shrimp, 
, Fries Hush Puppies' 
• at CockUil Sauce 
On* rwajnt pw MM) <ai* 1 No* good 
* »ri#i my mhwoupnrt <m .tnn.nl 
1 <*H r.,«« V%VH irMbM 
1 pw«d K«fcm»d. Ky 
$2 ry p»J Chicken, FrtM, ^^ 1 Hush Puppies & ?2 25 I Sweet & Sour Sauce 
I  Vne cnupi* p*t riartonwi  N«* garni 
■ it)«\fn*iri •t»*>of> o* dcw-nuftl        (^W\l^ 
nil,.  I.,-**  *MfMl**B*~l \JS 
Kiwd  R*thmi*«rl  ky 
riSH& FRIES    I DINNER COUPON 
Hu^hFpu"pies      $025 ! Complete      $*| €0 
& Tartar Sauce *■■ .Dinner -■- OF 
On* < wajawi pn rwhawi  Not good 
P> ***j o#*rc coupon ot da*ouM 
I ILod. Mwwl k. v 
I On* i«i«|*w p" • 
Rnad  *» Lii.-.t   K\ 
:Ntv 
[*K 
Steak & Shrimp Dinner 
• 4 OS. Sl.-.ik jj- P" A Q 
• 5 Butterfly Shrimp M* l^*±" 
I Sl.iw • Fric: Hri-.ulMi. k 
R\1NG DH1CH11S RAKFf) POTATO 
^s^^^^^^^sv^00^ 
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SCOREBOARD 
Fab. 14 
Tennessee State 95 
Eastern 91 
Colorwtt - Aten 8. DMne 17. 
Johnson 23, DOM 
20, Hoimas 11, 
Tyson 2 and 
Stewart 10. Taam 
91. 
Tigars- Norton 19. 
Wattuns 2. Baastey 
22. Rogars24. 
Johnson 6, Jankina 
2. GurnsH 5. Cu Davis 12 and Ruffin 
3. Taam 95. 
Fab. 12 
Austin Peay 79 
Eastern 89 
Cotonsl* - Johnson 27, Divins 11. 
Allen 16, Doss 15, Hoknss 17 and 
Stewart 3. Taam 89. 
Governors - Casbon 8. Walls 27. 
Piarco 1. Savaga 15. Back 12. 
Moora 6. Kay 4 and Jankins 6. Taam 
79. 
Track 
Bad weather forced the 
track team to cancel a 
meet at Virginia Tech on 
Feb. 11 and 12. 
Fab. 13 
Tennessee State 79 
Eastern 83 
Lady Cotonete - S. Davis 17. 
Cunninghams. 
Funs* 18, Thomas 
8. Maya 24. 
Mclntosh 6 and 
Young 2. Taam 83. 
LadyTigars- 
Aldridga 17. 
Crawtey 16. Sweat! 
6, Hckarson 17, 
Marshal 4 and Swift 19. Taam 79. 
Fab. 12 
Austin Peay 76 
Eastern 89 
Lady Cotonais - S. Davis 6, 
Cunningham 24, Fusssll 5, Cushing 
5. Thomas 7. Mays 29. T. Davis 4. 
Young 2. Mclntosh 3 and Hardasty 
4. Taam 89. 
Lady Govsmore - White 10. Millar 7. 
Potzin 25. Cox 3. Vaughan 25, 
Cavandar 3 and Wifburn 3. Taam 76. 
Man s Tennis 
Fab. IS 
Eastern defeated Butler 4-3 
SjDataa 
No. 1 - Jsft Hachamy (EK) daf. Ludovic Aaron 
No. 2 - Matt Smtth (EK) daf. Matt SchWar 
No. 3 - Tim Ptaasant (EK) daf. Kana Christophar 
No. 4 - Chad Dyar (EK) daf. Justin OMaftsy 
No. 5 - Luis Jiminaz (B) daf. AMa Chang 
No. 6 - Jamas Fatguaon (B) daf. Andy Smith 
Doubles 
No. 1 - Chriatophargiminaz (B) daf. Hachamy-Dyar 
No. 2 - SchiKar-Aaron (B) daf. A Smith-M. Smith 
No. 3 - Piaasant-Bart Littte (EK) daf. OMaltay-Pata Guruswami 
Fab. 12 
Eastern defeated Tennessee Tech 4-3 
4-6.6-3.6-4 
6-4,6-4 
6-2,6-2 
4-6,6-4.7-6 
6-3.7-6 (9-7) 
4-6.6-2. 6-4 
9-7 
8-3 
8-6 
Sinptes 
No. 1 -Jaff Hachamy (EK) daf. Marcato Chanaa 
No. 2 - Juan Boyanovich (TT) daf. MM Smith 
No. 3 - Jason Mataon (TT) daf. Tim Ptaasant 
6-3,7-6 (10-8) 
6-1, 7-6 (8-6) 
0-6,6-1.7-5 
No. 4 - Farnando Pachaco (TT) daf. Chad Dyar 
No. 5 - AMa Chang (EK) daf. AJbarto Maracario 
No. 6 - Andy Smith (EK) daf. Matt Watech 
QQubJoa 
No. 1 - Hachamy-Dyar (EK) daf. Pachaco-Boyanovich 
No. 2 - A. Smith-M. Smith (EK) daf. Walsch-Marcario 
No. 3 - Pteasant-Bart Uttte (EK) daf. Chanaa-Matson 
Fab.12 
Eastern defeated Morehead State 7-0 
Ssiglfis 
No. 1 - Jaff Hachamy (EK) daf. Rates h Baki 
No. 2 - Matt Smith (EK) dal. Rory Capanar 
No. 3 - Tim Ptaasant (EK) daf. Gustavo Machado 
No. 4 - Chad Dyar (EK) daf. Enriqua Ramiraz 
No. 5 - AMa Chang (EK) daf. Jason Otto 
No. 6 - Andy Smith (EK) daf. Ryan Gaars 
Doubles 
No. 1 - Hachamy-Dyar (EK) daf. Balu-Capanar 
No. 2 - A. Smith-M. Smith (EK) daf. Machado-Ramiraz 
No. 3 - Pteasant-Bart Littte) (EK) daf. Otlo-Gaara 
6-3.7-6 
64.7-6 (10-6) 
6-4.7-6(10-6) 
84 
8-2 
8-5 
7-5.6-3 
2-6. 64.6-1 
6-1,7-5 
6-2,6-1 
6-2.64 
6-1.6-1 
6-3 
8-4 
8-2 
THRIFTY 
DITTCHMAN 
MOTELS 
10 Tanning Visits for $24.95 
New bulbs are here! 
Tanning membership $35 
Iron Works 
The New Leader In Health & Fitness 
TWO FOR NONE!!! 
NO ENROLTlViENT I-'Hl 
OFFER ENDS 2/21/94 
* AEROBICS 
* PADDED INDOOR RUNNING TRACK 
* SUPER CIRCUIT 
* FREE WEIGHTS 
jV   623-7370 
Welcome back to lecture 
halls, allnndghters, pizza 
r 
Open 7 days a week, Kinko's provides everything you need to 
meet tough deadlines. Except the energy. 
~l 
THE   DEAL Please cane to Kinko's and   present your student I.D. card to receive your carpiimentary Kinko's Discount Card. Present this card at time of pur- 
chase to receive a 20% discount on our wide range of products and ser- 
vices,    including: B&W and Color Copies, Computer Rental Time,Laser 
Prints, FAX Service, Greeting Cards, Binding, Office Supplies & lots more. 
Discount applies to all regularly   priced products.      Cardholder must have 
valid  STUDENT  I.D.   to receive discount. 
kinko's 
i_ 
"four branch office 
Located at Richmond Mall. 
Fax 606-623-9588 Store (606) 624-0237 
_J 
\\'1 
Vfe're Big On Family \&lues 
M I Vlk KHIS I ivsli I rieu ( liu ken. lamou.s Made I ii'in Scratch   Itisuiits. 
miHiili W.ULIinu. siik- dishes...what .1 
ereai \v.i\ to level 
tlie l.nniK on 
.1 hutliietf 
2 Pcs. Chicken; 
1 Biscuit* 
2 Small Sides 
$ 2.49 
, utnuf ruc~. 
Hairieer ■•■• p^Mrt raw oa*« wor»ig 0*» "oi goal r <* 
•r*crw c*r» 0» coxa" prtuWw p*.** raw Cum-m m* 
MUMWU G*B-.*»' tOCrf't 0*i goodMr *QJ»WMMMI 
"OAtoixwmapfVMtNirtNiiMMn 
OtflM HMHiFoodSyWrn K Ml CftoMC-v.J'W* 
3 Pcs. Chicken; 
1 Biscuit* 
2 Small Sides 
Hardcer , fUl 
t «V«f C*» on gnu r rpmtniy •* 
Wlt>IIMH> 
C'»4 HV<|*l^)OdSfWrt« K AM 
X*ic 0»jrgoodM»r, 
2 Pcs. Chicken; 
1 Biscuit* 
2 Saudi Sides 
$ 2.49 
Harder  • 
nMH P^VSW fflii^ff* uMZM OfQPVQ O^T tt QJBOO ^ QnVWOP w* 
My otwoMfi O* atxf pr cumr* or •«« P*M* &■"•<••■ 
PA MM lu »J» CM* MM I '» J i c C*J> gooa Mr vfJm MMu 
rwitotr—rd — »W>Wrigir—i IMMI»JM) 
CIBvlHMNlFooaSvamclnc Ml 0*t>npf«i)ll9< 
8 Pcs. Chicken; 
4 Biscuits* 
2 Large Sides 
■ tdblH 
$ o.y^ji'i-. 
I Hit* pt 
Hardeei  • 
P—> pWM"l cou»" M*M o*r*q 0*"w flOM <" ar*«»cr •» 
•>«•*» »• owr pr tuMo-w pr mt 0MM a*tri**M 
nyMMM CMfoMiH >00»ie (*•»goodMr'•guw>MW 
CiWHWOJfiCoodSyWH «: Att 0Nrn«ml'l« 
8 Pcs. Chicken' & 
4 Biscuits 
$ 5.99 
8 Pcs. Chicken; 
4 Biscuits* 
2 Large Sides 
12 Pcs. Chicken'ft 
6 Biscuits 
20 Pcs. Chicken'ft 
8 Biscuits 
$ O.i^if 
$ 8.99 $ 
•l.ili.li ■tMlHirli 
4. 
Hafdeer 
*-.•*,*<« .>» n*4»" pr Mr* (■« MM &*W» 
pat MM M oua * •" ■•* ' 'X (* 11 OV goad Mr **»■' rMM 
Hacdeer 
<■*•** OMWOCMW Mb* Mrrg C*r -w gaur a 
v>cvwe*n O. ca*** am am** or M* PMJH I 
MiMl*M CMFIMW '00o"e 0*rgoodMr ■•out* 
Harderc 
13.99 
-l.nl.in ■MUMM* pt» 
14. 
Haideer 
nitvAn O. wuxr par oaKrw pr<M MM Cuaww -"•' 
prt uMMta Car>>«a)' lOOaHc 0%> gam Mr «*■ wr*i 
"unto •*-«*)»"• I 
r>(*» o*rt Or <naor pr OJW«I gm*m purr  &M»«r 
»wt«u CMf«M* < '0C.»'f Or good #* «>> ■x*^*y«*-Md»^»p»*«MnjMri 
HM4S7.B 
Olfl»«HMHtFccaSv«rV KAN 0-Peotll'W Cl«MH-ilB*i»oooSy»srf» mc m CfimtvmW* Oi9MHMntFaodSvM-*«incMI a*-•©*•»'19* 
01994 M«fdees Food Systems mc 
